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ABSTRACT

The construction industry has been plagued with an increasing number of claims and high
litigation costs.  How do we reduce conflict and litigation in the construction process?
On one hand, leaders of the construction industry in the United States (US) focused their
efforts on improving alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.  For instance, the
American Society of Civil Engineers has introduced the Dispute Review Board (DRB) as
a complementary provision to standard US construction practices.  The establishment of
the DRB to solve construction disputes on the job, avoid claims, and reduce project costs
has proven considerable success.  On the other hand, construction industry leaders in the
United Kingdom (UK) have focused some of their efforts on improving general contract
conditions.  The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers of the UK has introduced
the New Engineering Contract (NEC) to the construction industry as an alternative to
presently used contracts.  The NEC proposes to be an innovative, non-adversarial
mechanism to resolve disputes on the job, avoid and reduce claims, and to assuage rising
litigation costs in the construction industry.  It too has proven considerable success in its
efforts.  This research concentrates on the DRB and the NEC as attempts by construction
leaders to modernize and improve construction practices.  In summary, the research
compares the success stories of the DRB and the NEC as approaches to combating the
adversarial nature, increasing number of disputes and rising litigation costs in the
construction industry.  The main conclusions ascertained in this research are as follows.
Despite coming from similar business environments, construction industry leaders in the
US and the UK embarked on different methods to address the issues plaguing the
industry and to improve construction practices.  Both in the US and the UK, construction
leaders were mostly influenced to proactively seek and implement change in construction
practices by experts from within the engineering and construction industry vanguard.
The undertaking of these changes have shown similar success stories and the results have
produced substantial impacts on the construction process.  In conclusion, the efforts of
construction leaders to implement the DRB and the NEC have provided effective
mechanisms in improving communication and relations, and managing disputes in a
timely fashion at the job site level.
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Chapter 1.  Introduction

 This chapter introduces the thesis by providing a brief discussion of the
issues involved in the research.  The scope, objectives, and research
methodology are presented with an outline of the thesis.

1.1 History

In a typical construction project, the Owners, Project Manager, field Engineers,

general Contractor, Subcontractors, and Suppliers are the primary stakeholders.  The

Owners invest capital and provide the economic power.  The Project Manager and field

Engineer (e.g. Owner and Contractor representatives) maintain efficient progress on a

project.  The general Contractor and Subcontractors provide services, skills, and

knowledge towards achieving a successful project, that is, a project completed on time,

on budget, and of the best quality. The direct relationships between the primary

stakeholders are a necessary interactive process to achieve a successful project.  Fair

compensation, secure economic support, and cooperative working environments are

expected and required for prosperity in the construction industry.

1.1.1 Common Environments in British and American Construction Industries

Contract relationships in the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States (US)

have become increasingly strained in recent years in the construction industry.  This has

resulted in a substantial increase in the use of the judicial system for the settlement of

contractual disagreements.  The construction industry has become increasingly

adversarial in both the public and private sector contracting.  Among the stakeholders, the

working relationships, the communication, and the commitment to a successful job and

each other are often not performed in good faith.  For all parties involved, these

predicaments cause difficulties and additional costs to accomplish the construction

activities.
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The UK and US construction industries are plagued by a progressive disease of

heighten adversity and rising litigious occurrences between parties participating on civil

engineering projects.  In a report prepared by the UK National Contractors Group of the

Reading University Centre for Strategic Studies in Construction, it is declared that Ò

ÔOver the past 20 years, loss and expense [due to] contractual claims have attacked

British [and American] industry like a cancerÕ Ó (ÒAnother lead on dispute resolutionÓ

1991).  In the UK, increasing contractual disputes, adversarial natures, and poor project

management contribute to the current adverse climate in the construction environment.

In both, the UK and the US construction industries, the number of claims and cost of

litigation has dramatically risen.  In 1991, the Military Engineer reported that in the US,

Òit became apparent that litigation was taking an increasing toll in the contract claims

area.  Claims for additional costs were increasingÓ (Edelman 1990).  A New Builder

survey reports that in the UK, ÒConstruction costs are currently being boosted by up to

30% as key personnel struggle with the claims-ridden nature of the modern [construction]

industryÓ (Middel 1990).  In the same report, one company director states that in the early

fiscal quarters of 1990, every project over £1 million had involved lawyers to settle a

dispute.  Both in the UK and US construction sectors, adversity and disputes arise

primarily due to lack of communication, distrust, misinterpretations of contracts,

uncertainties of roles and responsibilities, and Òus vs. themÓ attitudes due to an imbalance

of risks allocations.

1.1.2 Construction Environment in the United Kingdom

In the UK, adversarial natures and gamesmanship are evident in portions of the

construction environment, analogous to the US.  On UK construction projects, disputes

generally arise between any combination of Clients (Owner, as referred to in the US),

Contractors, and Consultants.  Like in the US, delays, litigation, and additional costs are

the consequences of disputes.  Stakeholders, in the UK construction industry, have been

investigating possibilities to rectify the expensive and time-wasting source of conflict.

Equivalent to the US, Partnering demonstrates to be instrumental in the UK at addressing

the conflicts before and after they occur.  Likewise, Mediation and Arbitration exhibit
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benefits to projects in dealing with disputes.  At the same time, parallel efforts of

construction industry participants in the US and the UK to implement ADR procedures

have met with the same dilemma: with the complexity and rising costs of projects, the

ADR mechanisms have, on occasions, become as costly and time-consuming as

litigation.   Hence, a common sentiment in the UK is that the participants in any project

are Òlocked into an archaic contractual framework, which fosters an adversarial role for

each of the parties to the contractÓ (Allen 1991). Consequently, the leaders of the UK

construction industry focuses its efforts on developing and improving general contract

conditions, like the New Engineering Contract (NEC).  The drafters of the NEC believe

that the cause of all the ills of the industry is not entirely on account of traditional

contracts.  But, a new form of contract is probably the most effective way to bring about

significant general improvements.

In 1986, the legal affairs committee of the Council of the Institution of Civil

Engineers (ICE) of Great Britain (UK) commissioned work to begin on the development

of an alternative contract for civil engineering design and construction projects.  Dr.

Martin Barnes of Martin Barnes Project Management was the lead architect of the New

Engineering Contract (NEC).  As a project management expert, Barnes led a writing team

of ICE members, contractor representatives, consulting engineers, and members of the

legal profession to draft a new and innovative style contract.

Owners, Engineers, and Contractors in the UK propose the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of

documents as an innovative, non-adversarial mechanism to reduce claims and to assuage

rising litigation costs in the construction industry. Unlike traditional contracts, the NEC

attempts to achieve improvements in contractual relationships, managerial practices, and

business values.  The NEC reallocates the risk amongst the stakeholders, such that they

are motivated to cooperate to secure their vested interest.  Furthermore, the NEC is

designed to enhance the stakeholder management effectiveness.  The NEC guidelines

promote foresight, cooperation, and specific responsibilities to everyone involved, thus

reducing the ambiguity of who is to do what, when, and how.
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The question that still may remain is what exactly is the NEC.  In short, the NEC is

a system of general conditions of contract documents that differ from the standard forms

currently used in construction practice today.  The NEC differs mostly in the following

six ways:

1. The Owner (Client or Employer, as referred to in the UK) is expected to be in

charge of a project.  The NEC provides the contract mechanisms, which holds

the Owner (the largest risk-taker on a project) in charge.

2. The NEC establishes the script for the actual orderly and practical conduct of

the project, rather than concentrating on legal rights, responsibilities, and

duties.

3. The NEC clearly divides the roles of contract participants, thereby removing

the issue of conflicting interest.

4. The NEC establishes a workable system by which calculations for pricing and

extension of time can be determined in the same manner for scope of original

work and changed work.

5 .  Through its proactive and mandated procedures, the NEC encourages and

supports good project management to the benefit of participants (i.e. Contractor

and Project Manager) of the contract.

6 .  The NEC is an integrated system of contract documents.  Because of its

uniformity and consistency of concepts, terms, and procedures, the NEC

contract documents can be used in all levels of construction interfaces (Groton

and Thompson 1998).

Using the NEC, the construction industry expects to reduce cost-risk, time

overruns, and inadequate performance, and to increase the success rate of construction

projects, thereby increasing the profitability for the Contractor, the Subcontractor, the
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Suppliers, and satisfying the commitment to the Owner.  To date, the NEC is primarily

used in the United Kingdom.  Yet, it is intended to be general contract conditions that are

easily adaptable for use on engineering and construction projects worldwide.  The many

aspects of the NEC are examined throughout this study.  Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 expand

more on the development and impact of the NEC on the construction industry.

1.1.3 Construction Environment in the United States

Over the past years, there has been a break down in relations between parties

involved in the construction process.  James J. Adrian, Ph.D., PE, CPA reports that a

popular sentiment in the construction industry is Òthat a construction claim has become as

much a part of a construction project as is the pouring of the concreteÓ (Adrian 1993).

AdrianÕs illustration in Figure 1.1 shows a rising number of claims in the construction

industry.  Changes in construction technology and the complexity of projects have made

building more complicated.  Present used contracts and project management techniques

are struggling to keep up with the dynamics of the industry.  In addition, Owners have

become highly leveraged with tighter budgets and restricted cash flow.  Pressures to get

projects up and running have led to tighter time schedules and experiments with new

accelerated project delivery methods.  As a result, the cumulative effect of these factors

has caused traditionally cooperative relationships to deteriorate, and be replace by

adversarial, antagonistic relationships, Òwin-loseÓ attitudes, and general dissension
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Figure 1.1 Ð Increasing number of construction claims (Adrian 1993)

The Center for Public Resources states that Òthe adversarial nature of this [the

construction] industry takes a terrible toll on the economy of the United StatesÓ

(ÒPreventing and Resolving Construction DisputesÓ 1991).  Many construction

participants Òresort to claims of changed conditions and constructive changes to try to

recoup some of their lossesÓ (Groton 1996).  The Construction Industry Institute (CII)

states that Òlitigation related to design and construction continues to increaseÓ (Hancher

1991).  The adverse impact of the failure of parties to work together and resolve disputes

during the construction process makes it imperative that the industry uncovers new ways

to achieve Òreal timeÓ resolutions.

In the US, the construction industry is committed to strong and mutually

beneficial business relationships.  On a construction project, all the stakeholders have a

vested interest in mutual cooperation to meet the needs of the binding contract and the

individual needs of each involved.  Therefore, US construction industry leaders have

developed procedures to address the conflicts and disputes before and after they occur.

The construction industry focuses its efforts on developing and improving alternative

dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms, like Partnering, Dispute Review Boards (DRBs),

Mediation, and Arbitration.
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When the parties are unable to resolve a dispute after exhausting efforts to

negotiate, they still may find themselves proceeding to litigation.  In the US construction

business, ADR is meant to deter and prevent the on-set of disputes and to address

disputes early on to settle rapidly.  Furthermore, ADR tries to eliminate the escalation of

antagonistic relations that lead to a break down in reconciliation, leading to the courts as

the last resort.  ADR methods are informal and formal procedures that serve as

alternatives to litigation.  Also, ADR procedures demonstrate to be a less time consuming

and less costly option to litigation procedures.

One of the ADR mechanisms employed by participants of the US construction

sector is Partnering.  Partnering is defined by the construction industry as creating a

working relationship among all parties involved with a project in order to avoid and

prevent disputes.  The techniques of Partnering are aimed at building trust, teamwork,

and cooperation among the parties involved on a construction project.  Next, the Dispute

Review Board (DRB) is a mechanism established to assist in the resolution of disputes

and claims arising out of the work of a project.  The DRB acts as a mediator, providing

expertise to assist in and facilitate the resolution of disputes, claims, and controversies

between contracting parties in an effort to prevent construction delay and cost overrun.

Then, there is Mediation and Arbitration.  Mediation is a procedure in which

uncompromising parties submit a dispute to a neutral third party that attempts to guide

the parties to reach a mutually acceptable solution.  Similarly, Arbitration is a process in

which a quasi-formal hearing occurs.  The conflicting parties present their case to a

neutral individual or group who renders a binding or non-binding decision regarding the

merits of the dispute.  ADR efforts have lived up to its promise to foster productive

negotiations, leading to mutually acceptable conflict resolutions in the construction

industry.  But, question remains: is ADR not simply addressing the symptoms of ailment,

and not the disease itself?

Due to its impressive display of effectiveness and practicality, leaders in the US

construction industry have invested much attention to the ADR option, known as the

DRB.  In 1989, a contracting committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers
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(ASCE) released a report entitled Avoiding and Resolving Disputes in Underground

Construction.  It is the first publication that made reference and provided a guide to

DRBs.  Since then, guides for DRBs have been developed for use on various projects.

When using the DRB, construction projects are provided Òa forum to foster cooperation

between the Owner and the Contractor, and means for promptly and equitably resolving

disputes, claims and other controversiesÓ (ASCE 1991).  The committee believed that an

ADR mechanism needed to be in place to address the issues leading to a dispute or

litigation immediately during construction to be more effective.

Since using the DRB concept, there has been considerable progress made to

alleviate the dilemmas plaguing the construction industry.  The DRB procedure is

designed to provide early attention to disputes arising during construction.  When

conflicts do arise, the DRB is expected to act quickly in recommending a settlement

before belligerent attitudes prohibit the parties from reaching a reasonable compromise.

In the US, industry procedures, guidelines, and specifications that complement existing

contractual proceedings support the implementation of DRBs on construction projects.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 examine the development and impact of the DRB on the US

construction sector.

Over the last two decades, the lost money, time, and productivity consumed by

litigation on a construction project has dramatically risen.  As shown in Figure 1.2,

Adrian suggests that there is a correlation between time, cost, productivity, and claims.

This prevailing crisis has motivated the leaders in various construction industries to

devise new and innovative operations that is intended to improve the process and

procedures for preventing, managing, and amicably settling of altercations that occur in

the construction process.
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Figure 1.2 Ð Low productivity in the construction industry (Adrian 1993)

1.2 Statement of Opportunity

The fact that various sectors in the construction industry have adopted very

different approaches to deal with the common problems of claims, disputes, and litigation

provides an opportunity to investigate and compare the contrary pursuits.  This research

undertakes the opportunity to investigate and compare the approaches of the vanguards of

construction industryÕs endeavors to remedy the affliction of increasing number of claims

and escalating litigation cost.  On one hand, the construction leaders of the UK

concentrate on studying and improving the general conditions of contract.  On the other

hand, the thrust of the vanguards of the US construction sector is to study and improve

alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.  Figure 1.1 represents the dilemma that the

construction industries face.
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Figure 1.3 – Dilemma between strategies to reduce conflict and litigation

Despite the evidence that the construction industry and its practices in the UK and

the US are under the same conditions, their respective journeys to an improved

construction environment and practices are different.  This research examines and

compares the success stories of the different approaches, to improve ADR mechanisms

(like the DRB in the US) and to improve general contract conditions (like the NEC in the

UK).  A comparison of the contrasting processes and their respective favorable results are

made in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.  Figure 1.2 is an illustration of the scope of this

research.
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Figure 1.4 – Illustration of the scope of research
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1.3 Objectives of Research

The three objectives of this research are as follows:

1 .  To describe the process used to develop and implement the NEC in the UK

construction industry,

2. To present the results of the work done to measure the impact of the use of the NEC

in the construction process in the UK and around the world, and

3. To compare the development and impact of the NEC used in the construction industry

with the development and impact of the DRB used in the construction industry.

1.4 Methodology of Research

The methodologies of research are as follows:

1.  Study the NEC and the results achieved,

2.  Visit the UK to meet and interview persons that developed, use, and/or support the

NEC,

3.  Study the DRB and the results achieved, and

4.  Synthesize Results.
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1.5 Scope and Limitations of Research

The observations made in this thesis are based on the information available to

date.  Both the NEC and the DRB are relatively new concepts in the engineering and

construction industry.  Much of the information available for analysis is from secondary

sources.  The scope and limitations of this research are as follows:

1.  The scope of this research is limited to the study of DRBs and the NEC.

2.  The information available on the NEC is limited to the published material and

information received from a visit to the UK, and

3.  The information available on the DRB is limited to the published material.

1.6 Outline of Thesis

 Figure 1.3 is a flowchart of this thesis.  The thesis consists of four main segments.

These are:

 

1.6.1 Part I.  Understanding the Challenge.

This segment introduces the foci of the research.  A historical review of

the foci is discussed.  The goals undertaken for this thesis are presented in

Chapter 1.

1.6.2 Part II.  The New Engineering Family of Contracts.

 This section presents the results of the research methodology by

establishing the industryÕs understanding of the NEC.  As stated in Section 1.4,

much of the resulting information for this treatise was gained during a visit to the
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United Kingdom and conversations with key people in the UK construction

industry.  Also, the present status of the NEC is also addressed.  The two chapters

of this segment are:

¥ Chapter 2, the development and implementation of the NEC and

¥ Chapter 3, the impact of the NEC.

 

1.6.3 Part III.  Dispute Review Boards.

 This section presents the results of the research methodology by

establishing the industryÕs understanding of the DRB.  Also, the present status of

the DRB is addressed.  The two chapters of this segment are:

¥ Chapter 4, the development and implementation of the DRB and

¥ Chapter 5, the impact of the DRB.

 

1.6.4 Part IV. Comparison.

 This section contains:

¥  Chapter 6, the comparison of the NEC with the DRB in construction

practice and

¥ Chapter 7, the conclusions.
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Figure 1.5 – Flowchart of Thesis.
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Chapter 2.  Development and Implementation of the New
Engineering Contract

 This chapter provides information on the New Engineering Contract
(NEC).  It looks at how the NEC was created and implemented in the
United Kingdom (UK) as a response to the UK construction industryÕs
problems with adversarial relations, claims, and litigation.  Also, the
chapter reviews the status of the implementation of the NEC in the
construction industry to date.

2.1 Introduction

The UK construction sector has moderately conducted business under an

adversarial state of affairs as described in Chapter 1.  The Institution of Civil Engineers

(ICE) claims that the increasing number of contractual disputes Òcost the UK industry

millions of pounds in claims.  The fact has to be faced that in the UK contractual

relationships have become highly adversarialÓ (Allen 1991).  A large amount of time and

effort is wasted arguing over contractual issues, which often generate poor relationships

between the parties, delays the work, and devalue the completed project.  Thereby, the

current market conditions are making construction firms and Clients much more legally

minded.  And, modern Alternative Dispute Resolution mechanisms have not satisfied or

diffused the augmenting litigious nature of the industry.  Thus, the UK construction

stakeholders followed the leadership of respected members of the industry and developed

ingenious and cooperation-inducing new general conditions of contracts.  The result is

the New Engineering Contract (NEC) system or ÒfamilyÓ of contracts.  This chapter

explores the history and ideology that promoted the NEC development and the product of

its development.  The process of implementing the NEC and the magnitude of its status in

the construction industry is also investigated.  Much of the information here was obtained

by a visit to the United Kingdom.  During the visit, interviews were conducted with the

founding fathers, past and present users, and the ICE members who provide

administrative support for the NEC.
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2.2 United Kingdom Industry Conditions

In the UK construction industry, contractual relationships have become highly

adversarial.  Conflicts have risen significantly in engineering and construction practices

(ÒAnother lead on dispute resolutionÓ 1991).  The general sentiment is that too much time

and energy goes toward settling disputes, instead of toward completing the projects.

Furthermore, the increase in litigation is steady.  Some of BritainÕs most prestigious

construction achievements have been marred by the aftermath of claims and

counterclaims.  In the UK, there is an onerous tradition of claims and counter-claims in

the engineering and building enterprises that have costs millions.  New Builder declared

that Òin 1992, the amount spent on resolving contractual disputes in construction was

approximately £3000 million or 7% of the total turnover of the [UK] industryÓ (Doyle

1993).  Like in the US as illustrated in Figure 1.2, the claims-based nature of construction

is adding up to escalating costs and lost profits.  Instead of good faith negotiations, the

ÒIÕll see you in courtÓ ultimatum is a common step taken towards resolving conflicts.

Excessive legalism is perceived as central to the problems plaguing the UK construction

industry.  Many UK companies are losing much, if not all, of their profits on legal fees.

Legal expense fees and long waiting times for a court date are troublesome to business.

In response to the litigious nature of business practices, UK construction industry

participants have implemented Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) initiatives.  The

industry has implemented modern resolution practices, like Arbitration, Mediation, and

others with mild success.  However, in the UK, ADR efforts have become just as

involved and laborious as litigation. The construction industry participants in the UK are

dissatisfied with the existing mechanisms for resolving conflicts.  ÒLaudable though it is,

ADR will not solve the basic problems created by using contracts that do little to end

confrontationÓ (ÒKiss and make upÓ 1991).  ADR mechanisms have been moderately

successful in its endeavors to combat the adversity and rising litigation in engineering

and construction practices.
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In the UK, the Client (Owner), Engineer, and Contractor perform work under

traditional contract conditions, which have evolved little over the years.  The general

conditions of a construction contract are the provisions that establish the legal

responsibilities and relationships among the parties involved on a project.  The contract

specifies the procedures for schedules, payments, and contract administration.  There is a

proliferation of contract forms across the UK construction industry, because typically,

each Client wants to have their own contract.  UK Contractors deal with a variety of

forms of contracts, originating from different sources with different texts.  Since 1965,

the Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) general conditions and standard forms of

construction contracts have traditionally been used for the majority of engineering work

in the UK.  In 1993, the 6th edition of the ICE Conditions of Contracts was released.

Progressively, the revisions to traditional contracts have made the conditions of contracts

more dispute-oriented than management-oriented.  The National Contractors Group

(NCG) and the Construction Management Forum of the UK aspired for a different form

of contract; one that is more client-oriented and curtails adversity in the construction

process.  The wording of most existing contracts, typically inscrutable legalese and cross-

referencing, tends to promote confusion which can lead to disputes.  In practice, contracts

are just legal documents that are left in the drawer and brought out only to provide

protection and assign blame when things go wrong.  At present, contract documents do

little to minimize adversarial thinking, while providing too little incentive for avoiding

disputes.

Another ill plaguing the UK construction industry is insufficient project

management and planning.  Construction firms in the UK have identified late completion

as a major cause of rising legal costs (Doyle 1990).  Not enough effort is put into the

scheduling aspects of construction.  Therefore, Clients have great uncertainty that their

projects will be delivered within the proposed objectives of time, cost, and quality.  In

1990, a New Builder survey reported that nearly half of central LondonÕs major

construction projects miss their original completion dates.  One Architect claimed that all

litigation involving late completion was due to lack of management on behalf of

Contractors.  Doyle explained that if a Client were financially pressured and/or under a
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time constraint, he/she would most likely take legal action and would put increasing

responsibility and risk on the Contractor and Architect (Doyle 1990).  For example,

typically, in the UK, when the Engineer issues a variation order (a change order), the

Contractor dutifully complies and the added costs of changes are analyzed long after they

occur (ÒA Civilised New World (on paper)Ó 1991).  This business practice is troublesome

and inefficient.  The motivations to apply modern principles of good construction

management are not encouraged by the process.

2.3 Process of NEC Development

In the UK, some construction industry stakeholders and constituents are of the

opinion that improved contracts will better govern the management of projects and

control disputes.  The New Engineering Contract (NEC) is recommended for use in the

construction industry, as a unique and necessary basis which to improve contractual

relations in engineering and construction project.  This section studies the history and

philosophy behind the development of the NEC process.

2.3.1 History

In the last two decades, productivity in the UK construction sector was

considered low (Latham 1994).  Consequently, significant improvements to

construction practices are critical for the stamina of the UK construction sector.

Increasingly, culture, cooperation, quality management, team skills, and problem-

solving capabilities are vital to the prosperity of construction businesses.  In the

UK, more and more construction related work is contracted out in both the private

and public sectors.  Therefore, improved and efficient project strategy and project

management by Clients, Contractors, Suppliers, and other participants are

increasingly important in achieving successful projects.
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In September 1985, at the persistence of Dr. Martin Barnes, a leading

Construction/Project Manager, Fellow of the Council of Institution of Civil

Engineers (ICE), and founder and chairman of the UKÕs Association of Project

Managers, the ICE requested that its Legal Affairs Committee review best

practice strategies of alternative contracts.  In July 1986, under the persuasion and

inspiration of Barnes, the ICE legal affairs committee commissioned work to

begin on the development of an alternative contract for civil engineering design

and construction projects.  With the assistance and collaboration of Professor John

Perry, Head of the Civil Engineering Department of the University of

Birmingham, Barnes, starting with Òa blank piece of paperÓ, authored the original

specifications for the New Engineering Contract (NEC).  Thereafter, as a leading

and respected Project Manager and contract expert, Barnes led a writing team of

ICE members, contractor representatives, consulting engineers, and members of

the legal profession in drafting a new and innovative style contract.  Also, the

National Contractors Group (NCG), which represents BritainÕs largest building

companies, supported the development of the NEC.  The NCG saw the NEC as

something that realistically could be implemented.  Besides, they shared the

sentiment that necessary radical changes to general contract conditions were

essential to create a more efficient industry.

In January 1991, the consultative version of the NEC was completed and

released to the construction industries of the UK, Africa, Hong Kong, and South

America for use and review.  It was also sent out for review to members of the

ICE, Contractors, Engineers, and various other construction participants i.e.

surveyors, suppliers, and lawyers.  This version was issued to solicit comments,

objections, and advice on the new alternative general conditions of contract.

Thereby, the construction industry was able to contribute extensive feedback that

was received, investigated, and required changes to be made to the developing

document.  Finally, the first edition was published in March 1993 for widespread

use.
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In July 1994, Sir Michael Latham issued a historic report issued by the UK

Government, stating that the NEC should be adopted in both the private and

public sectors and should become the national standard contract.  Furthermore,

Latham believes that Òwidespread use of the NEC will reduce the number of

disputes in the [engineering and construction] industryÓ (ÒSupport grows for the

NECÓ 1995).  In the report, which was funded by industry and government,

Latham identified thirteen principles, which should be included in an Òeffective

form of contract in modern conditions.Ó  Table 2.1 lists the thirteen principles.
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Table 2.1: Principles of an Effective Contract

The most effective form of contract in modern conditions should include:
1 .  A specific duty for all parties to deal fairly with each other, and with their

subcontractors, specialist and suppliers, in an atmosphere of mutual cooperation.

2. Firm duties of teamwork, with shared financial motivation to pursue those objectives.
These should involve a general presumption to achieve Òwin-winÓ solutions to
problems, which may arise during the course of the project.

3.  A wholly interrelated package of documents, which clearly defines the roles and
duties of all involved, and which is suitable for all types of project and for any
procurement route.

4. Easily comprehensible language and with Guidance Notes attached.

5 .  Separation of the roles of contract administrator, project or lead manager and
adjudicator.  The Project or lead Manger should be clearly defined as clientÕs
representative.

6. A choice of allocation of risks, to be decided as appropriate to each project but then
allocated to the party best able to manage, estimate and carry the risk.

7. Taking all reasonable steps to avoid changes to pre-planned works information.  But,
where variations do occur, they should be priced in advance, with provision for
independent adjudication if agreement can not be reached.

8.  Express provision for assessing interim payments by methods other than monthly
valuation i.e. milestones, activity schedules or payment schedules.  Such
arrangements must also be reflected in the related subcontract documentation.  The
eventual aim should be to phase out the traditional system of monthly measurement
or remeasurement but meanwhile provision should still be made for it.

9. Clearly setting out the period within which interim payments must be made to all
participants in the process, failing which they will have an automatic right to
compensation, involving payment of interest at a sufficiently heavy rate to deter slow
payment.

10. Providing for secure trust fund routes of payment.

11. While taking all possible steps to avoid conflict on site, providing for speedy dispute
resolution if any conflict arises, by a pre-determined impartial
adjudicator/referee/expert.

12. Providing for incentives for exceptional performance.

13. Making provision where appropriate for advance mobilisation payments (if
necessary, bonded) to contractors and subcontractors, including in respect of off-site
prefabricated materials provided by part of the construction team.
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LathamÕs report then concluded that the NEC Òcontains virtually all of these

assumptions of best practiceÓ and suggested seven alterations Òto bring it [the

NEC] fully within those principlesÓ (Latham 1994).

The seven modifications of the NEC suggested by the Latham Report are:

1 .  A change in the name of the main contract from the New Engineering

Contract to the Engineering and Construction Contract, because Òit can

equally be used for building projectsÓ;

2 .  A provision of a secure trust fund to provide greater confidence for

Contractors and Subcontractors;

3. A review of payment periods, especially to Subcontractors;

4. A statement within the NEC on fairness, mutual trust and cooperation between

the Parties;

5. An express provision that none of the core clauses can be amended and that

the use of the NEC subcontract is mandatory;

6. A full matrix of Consultants and Adjudicators terms of appointment should be

published;

7. A minor works document (Latham 1994).

In June 1995, the second edition of the NEC was published and released.

This edition was improved, rewritten, and the name changed.  This edition takes

into account most of the suggestions made in the Latham Report, together with

others suggestions by usersÕ experiences.  The main document is now called the

Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC), referred to in practice as Òthe

black bookÓ; and, the entire package of contract documents is called the NEC
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system or ÒfamilyÓ of contracts.  At this time, the family of contracts consists of

the ECC, the Engineering and Construction Subcontract (ECS), the Professional

Services Contract (PSC), and the AdjudicatorÕs Contract (AjC).  Section 2.4

discusses the products of the development of the NEC system of contracts.

As mentioned, the second edition includes amendments and improvements

developed by the NEC panel as a result of feedback from users.  At the same time,

the NEC also incorporated most of the Latham ReportÕs suggestions.  A few of

the suggestions in the Latham Report were seen to be impractical.  First, the NEC

Panel (Section 2.5 explains the function of the NEC Panel) decided that making

the use of the complementary ECS mandatory is impractical, as it would not be

acceptable to very small Subcontractors, especially in building contracts.  Second,

the Panel considered the suggestion of drawing up a list of NEC Adjudicators

(Section 2.4 describes the role of the Adjudicator and others in the organizational

structure of the NEC).  The decision was made to leave it up to the ICE to set

qualifications and create a list, if deemed necessary.

To complete the NEC system of contracts, the NEC Panel determined that

a contract, in a similar style to the ECC, was needed for the appointment of the

Project Manager, Supervisor, and Adjudicator.  Peter Higgins, member of the ICE

and Director of Contracts of the Travers Morgan Consulting Group, was

appointed chairman of the drafting team for a Professional Services Contract

(PSC).  Early in 1992, the drafting team met several times to identify the criteria

and provisions to be included in the contract.  Primarily, drafting of the contract

was left until the NEC was finalized.  Nevertheless, in the event that the

publication of the NEC was delayed, to continue progress, it was necessary to

compose the PSC in parallel with the development of the first edition of the NEC.

Each drafter was given a framework for a particular section of the PSC, a copy of

the then current draft of the NEC, and an example section drafted by an ICE

Òworking groupÓ on the NEC.  When the drafts were completed, they were

consolidated and edited for consistency.  Later, it was determined that it was
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necessary for the AdjudicatorÕs contract to be separate.  Comparatively, the duties

of the Project Manager and the Supervisor are entirely different from the

AdjudicatorÕs duties.  The PSC and AdjudicatorÕs Contract (AjC) were launched

as consultative versions in June 1992.

During the consultation period, discussions were held with an ICE Legal

Affairs Panel, considering the conditions of contract for practical use.  In addition,

ÒSome 34 substantive responses were made, varying in detail from a brief of one

page note from a quantity surveying consultancy to some 25 pages of detailed

commentary from the Association of Consulting EngineersÓ  (Higgins 1994).  At

that time, the comments were categorized and collected.  The drafting team, under

the advisement of Barnes, analyzed and proposed ways of dealing with the

information gathered particularly the problems highlighted and the points of

conflict with the principles of the NEC.

In February 1994, final drafts of the Professional Services Contract (PSC)

and the AdjudicatorÕs Contract (AjC) were presented to the ICE for approval and

publication.  However, further changes to the PSC were requested.  These

changes were necessary because of the evolution and amendments to the NEC as

a result of its first edition release in March 1993.  Allison Staniforth, a Partner in

the Leeds office of Eversheds Hepworth and Chadwick, highlighted the issues in

a legal check sponsored by the ICE.  Furthermore, the purpose of expanding the

contract was to include other professionals potentially involved in the NEC, e.g.

Designers and Surveyors, even before a Contractor was appointed.  At the same

time, the legal brief recommended that the PSC develop to cover the appointment

of professionals where the NEC may not be used.  As a result, the contract is

suitable even when no construction work is to take place.  Section 2.4 further

details the results of the development of the PSC and AjC.
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2.3.2 Philosophy

Analogous to the historical evolution, the process of the NEC

development was motivated to achieve certain criteria for a new and improved

contract.  One of the goals was to develop a system of operations that attempts to

do away with the adversarial nature of current contract conditions.  Presently, the

Òus vs. themÓ and arms-length approach to management is, unfortunately, the

standard custom in which business is operated in the construction sector.  The

drafters of the NEC were of the opinion that managers of organizations work as a

team, if they are motivated to do so.  Therefore, the framework of the new

contract was intended such that the parties can and/or motivated to work together.

A contracting system, which is not adversarial, can get projects completed on time

and on budget.

Another aim of the NEC development process was to stimulate good

project management.  The design of the NEC necessitates a revolutionary change

to the way in which engineering and construction business has been historically

conducted. ÒDevelopments in project management techniques and their

implementation over the last twenty years have moved faster than the evolution of

the traditional forms of contractÓ (Thomas Telford 1997).  In creating the NEC,

the UK construction industry participants believed that Òonly radical reforms can

cure the serious ills of the industry that was already widespreadÓ (Barnes 1994).

Consequently, the NEC is entirely radical and designed to meet the demands of

modern project management techniques.  It was constructed to inspire the parties

involved in a project, e.g. Client, Designer, Contractor, Subcontractors, and

Suppliers, to be anticipatory and cooperative in their managing strategies.  Most

importantly, it was designed to contribute to the effectiveness of management and

improve relations in the life of a project.  In this way, the NEC aims to promote

the better management of projects.
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Besides stimulating good relations, the framework of the NEC was

developed to provide the means necessary for the Contractor and Client to ensure

the job was finished on time and on budget.  The authors of the NEC wrote under

the notion that if a difficulty arises between parties during the construction

process, Ò Ôyou stop, agree on the costs in advance, agree on alterations in

retrospect and get on with itÕ Ó (Whitelaw 1991).  Hence, the NEC is also aimed at

making construction quicker and cheaper.

In engineering and construction practices, there is a great concern for the

inefficiency and contractual disputes infesting projects.  One of the reasons that

the ICE supported the creation of a new contract, like the NEC, is its premise to

reduce the total amount of litigation in the construction sector.  Barnes suggested

that Òthe construction industry has claimed too much attention from the legal

profession in recent years, and it ought to be possible for construction to proceed

with cooperative management, rather than adversarial managementÓ (Barnes Fall

1997).  One of the primary intentions of the NEC is to reduce disputes and

eliminate litigation.

Lastly, the NEC was designed to be easily adaptable for most types of

work.  Unlike traditional construction contracts, the NEC was drawn up to have

wide applications in management under various scopes and values of work.  It can

be transferred to projects that might otherwise be undertaken under a multiple

range of contract forms.  Section 2.4 discusses the manifestation and end products

of the premises and motivations behind the NEC.
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2.4 Product of NEC Development

This section discusses the following headings relative to the NEC contract

documents:

¥ Publications

¥ Organization

¥ Supporting Materials

¥ Roles and Responsibilities

¥ Adjudicator

¥ Language

¥ Risk Allocation

¥ Stimulus to Good Management.

2.4.1 Publications

In the UK, the New Engineering Contract (NEC) system or ÒfamilyÓ of

contracts is offered as an alternative to the traditional standards of the ICE

conditions of contracts.  The principles and objectives driving the development

for new conditions of contracts are accomplished by the existence of the NEC

family of documents.  To date, the NEC contract documents consists of the

Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC), the Engineering and Construction

Subcontract (ECS), the Professional Services Contract (PSC), the AdjudicatorÕs

Contract; and, other contracts are under development.  Besides the publications,

the unique creation of the NEC, in terms of its format, makeup, language, and

mechanisms to stimulate cooperation and good project management, is examined

in this section.  The information provided here is adapted from the NEC Guidance

Notes and Thomas Telford Electronic Publishing.

First and foremost, there is the Engineering and Construction Contract

(ECC), also, known in practice as the Òblack bookÓ.  It is the nucleus to the NEC

family of contracts.  It was designed under the assumption that the work defined
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in the scope of the contract may be subcontracted.  Therefore, the Engineering

and Construction Subcontract (ECS) was developed to complement the ECC.  In

the ECS, the respective names of the parties are changed and provisions

appropriate to subcontracting are applied.  Both the ECC and the ECS are used for

engineering and construction works of different size, complexity, and duration.

The ECC and ECS are used for civil and building projects, electrical and

mechanical projects, and other related work.  However, it is not mandatory to use

the ECS when the ECC is not the main contract.  It is an option that is a links,

builds, and supports the aims of efficiency and good project management.  Table

2.2 gives a matrix of the ECC main options and their different arrangements for

payment and allocation of risk.  Appendix B lists the main and secondary options

available for the ECC and provides a matrix and guidance for its use.  The

concept of the main and secondary options is described further later in this

section.

Table 2.2: ECC Main Options

Type of
Contract

Main Option Payment Risk

Priced Contract A and B Paid for work at tendered
(bid) Prices

Largely borne by
Contractor

Target Contract C and D Cost shared between
Employer and Contractor

Shared between
Employer and Contractor

Cost
Reimbursable

Contract

E Paid for properly expended
costs

Largely borne by
Employer

Management
Contract

F Paid for Actual Cost and Fee Largely borne by
Employer

The next document in the ÒfamilyÓ of contracts is the Professional

Services Contract (PSC).  It is used to contract for professional services, such as

Architects, Designers, Supervisors, or Project Managers under the NEC.

Nonetheless, the PSC is also applied for the appointment of professional services,

independent of employing the NEC as the main contract.  Likewise, the contract

documents are suitable even when no construction work is to transpire.  This
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contract follows the same philosophy as the other NEC documents.  Clearly, the

PSC is a part of the NEC family with the same stipulations and similar language.

The parallel development of the PSC to the other documents in the NEC is an

example of an attempt at creating integration between consultancy and

construction contracts.  The main options available with the PSC are:

¥ Main Option A Priced Contract with Activity Schedule

¥ Main Option B Time Based Contract

¥ Main Option C Target Contract

¥ Main Option D Term Contract

Appendix C lists the main and secondary options available for the PSC and

provides information for its use.  In addition, Kelvin Hughes, NEC Manager,

reports that the PSC 2nd Edition was approved by the NEC Panel for publication

on March 5, 1998 and is subject to ICE Executive and Council approval for

publication by Thomas Telford Limited in May/June 1998 (Hughes and

Thompson 1998).  The NEC Manager and Thomas Telford Limited are described

in Section 2.5.

To further integrate the system of contract documents under the NEC, the

AdjudicatorÕs Contract (AjC) was developed.  In the Latham Report on the

procurement and contractual arrangements in the UK construction industry,

Latham concludes that the adjudication process developed in the NEC system is

the optimum way of resolving disputes (Latham 1994).  The AjC is for the

appointment of an Adjudicator under the ECC, the PSC, and with minor changes

to terminology, the ECS.  (Section 2.4 describes the role of the Adjudicator).

Also, Hughes reports that the AjC 2nd Edition was approved for publication by the

NEC Panel on March 5, 1998 and, as of April 1, 1998, has received approval by

ICE Executive and Council to be published by Thomas Telford Limited in

May/June 1998 (Hughes and Thompson 1998).
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In 1996, the Plant Contract was published as a consultative version.  This

contract also follows the same philosophy as the other NEC documents.

Comments and suggestions from a large number of organizations and individuals

are under consideration for improving the practical application of the Plant

Contract in the construction sector.  The Plant Contract is intended for use with

plant supply contracts, where the primary activity takes place at the manufacturer;

and, there is little or no work on site.  Hughes also reports that the NEC Plant

Contract has completed its consultative period.  It is up for review by the NEC

Panel in July 1998 and is likely to be launched for widespread use in late 1998.

The main options available with the Plant Contract are:

¥ Main Option A Priced Contract with Activity Schedule

¥ Main Option B Target Contract with Activity Schedule

¥ Main Option C Cost Reimbursable Contract

¥ Main Option D Term Contract with Price List.

Appendix D lists the main and secondary options available for the Plant Contract

and information for its use.

Lastly, the ECC Short Contract was published as a consultative version in

March 1997.  The Short Contract is based on the Engineering and Construction

Contract and is intended for use on simple and low risk projects.  The Short

Contract is simpler in content to other NEC contracts.  Although it has provisions

common to the rest of the family of contracts, it uses a Price List to govern

payment to the Contractor and does not include Secondary Options.  Hughes

reports that the Short Contract has completed its consultative period.  It will be

reviewed by the NEC Panel in July 1998 and is likely to be launched for

widespread use in September 1998 (Hughes and Thompson 1998).

The NEC Panel has decided that preliminary drafts of an NEC

Maintenance Contract and an NEC Product Contract (for design and supply only)

are to be drawn up and circulated for consultation.  At present, the Panel has not
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yet decided its policy on a Minor Work form, as has been suggested by industry

participants.

2.4.2 Organization

In establishing the NEC, the format for all contract documents is similar.

The purpose is so that knowledge of the system of contract documents is

facilitated.  Words in Italics are contract terms, and words with initial capital

letters are defined terms.  For example, the Engineering and Construction

Contract (ECC) reads:

In these conditions of contract, terms identified in the Contract
Data are in Italics and defined terms have capital initials (ECC Clause
11.1).

(1) The Parties are the Employer and the Contractor.
(2) Others are people or organisations who are not the Employer,

the Project Manger , the Supervisor, the Adjudicator, the
Contractor, or any employee, Subcontractor or supplier of the
Contractor.

(3)  The Contract Date is the date when this contract came into
existenceÓ (ECC Clause 11.2).

Each contract is divided into three main sections: 9 Core Clauses

(identical for each contract), main and secondary options (different for each

contract).  The main options differ in that Òeach option uses different

arrangements for payment to the Contractor as each option allocates risk

differently between the Employer and the ContractorÓ (ECC, Guidance Notes

1996).

The 9 Core Clauses are:

1. General:  This clause identifies and defines terms, communication procedures,

and other generic ideas.

2. The Contractor's Main Responsibilities: This clause details responsibilities,

such as design, people, and subcontracting.
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3. Time:  The Accepted Programme (project schedule) and other aspects of time,

like possession and take, over is detailed here.

4. Testing and Defects: Aspects of quality, tests and defects are detailed here.

5. Payment: This clause details who pays what and what the payments are based

on. (The NEC tenet is that the Employer's greatest responsibility is to pay the

Contractor).

6. Compensation events: This clause details what compensation events are and

how to deal with them. (A compensation event is something that causes the

contract to change in some way due to actions of the Employer or the

Contractor).

7. Title: This clause details who has title to what, and in what circumstances title

changes.

8 .  Risks and Insurance: This clause details risks.  The Employer's and the

Contractor's risks are set out, as well as what the insurance is required for

each.

9 .  Disputes and Termination: This clause details the procedures for dispute

resolution, as well as the procedures for termination.  (Disputes occur in any

contract and it is vital to have a procedure, whereby the resolution of conflict

is explicit).

Table 2.3 provides a summary of the NEC contract documents and the available

main options.  Appendix A is a complete matrix of the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of

documents and the availability of main and secondary options.
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Table 2.3: NEC Contract Documents and Available Main Options

Contract
Activity
Schedule

Bills of
Quantity

Target Cost
Reimbursable

Management Term Time
Based

Engineering
and

Construction
Contract

YES YES YES YES YES NO NO

Professional
Services
Contract

YES NO YES NO NO YES YES

Plant
Contract

YES NO YES YES NO YES NO

Short
Contract

Price list covers payment by activity schedule, lump sums, bill of quantities,
schedule of rates per hour or per day.

2.4.3 Supporting Materials

An innovation of the design and compilation of the NEC is that

Flowcharts and Guidance Notes accompany the contract.  Flowcharts are

provided for the main document, the ECC.  The Flowcharts outline all the steps

and procedures that are undertaken from acceptance of the contract until final

payment is made.  It shows who does what and when in plain and simple terms,

and indicates the consequences for each course of action and what should follow

that chosen action (Barnes and Thompson 1997).  Unambiguous roles,

responsibilities, and procedures are vital links to a successful and effective

contract.  Guidance Notes are provided for the ECC, the PSC, and the AjC.  The

Guidance Notes provide explanations and principles for the provisions and

procedures, and how to apply them.  The Flowcharts and the Guidance Notes are

not parts of the contract, but assist the management of the project.

The Guidance Notes are often used to settle a difference in interpretations

of a clause.  Using a more traditional form of contract, if interpretation is

disputed, Òit is normally settled by referring to case law and they cannot do this

with the NECÓ (Broome 1998).  After having a basic familiarity with the NEC,
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the Flowcharts help participants understand how the various procedures fit

together. Project Managers have stated that Òthe Flowcharts form a good basis for

discussion and then a decision on our approach.  It helps to think through the

implications of [our] actions under a specific clauseÓ (Broome 1998).

2.4.4 Roles and Responsibilities

The NEC contract documents aim to improve the management of the

whole engineering and construction process.  To achieve this, the NEC provides a

clear division of function (role) and responsibilities, which interfaces with the

partiesÕ title and their contractual link as set out in the organizational structure.

ÒThe contractual role(s) of [the parties] is defined in terms of the actions and

decisions he is to takeÓ (ECC, Guidance Notes 1996).  The organizational

structure resulting in the development of the NEC consists of the Employer (also

known as, the Client or the Owner), Project Manager, Contractor, Supervisor, and

Adjudicator.  Figure 2.1 is the organizational structure linked with the contractual

relationships under the NEC.

Explicit and definitive roles and responsibilities are critical to the

organization of a project.  Under the NEC, the parties have a better understanding

of who is to do what and when, and what the consequences are for action or lack

of action.  The key player in the NEC system is the Project Manager (PM). Under

the NEC, the Consultant or PM is an extension of the Employer.  The duty of the

PM is to manage the project on behalf of the Employer, acting in the best interest

of the EmployerÕs business objectives (ECC, Guidance Notes 1996).  The contract

gives the PM considerable authority, but is designed to prevent unreasonable

behavior by spelling out how decisions are to be made.  Contrary to the ICE

contracts, the Consultant or Engineer is no longer in an inopportune position of

independence between the Employer and the Contractor.  ÒThe Project Manager

acts unequivocally for the employer but constrained to act fairlyÓ (ÒAiming for

the fairwayÓ 1991).  By the same token, the Supervisor who is appointed by the
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Employer acts in a role similar to that of a Resident Engineer or Architect.

Basically, his duty is to inspect the technical quality of the work.  Where it is in

the best interest of the EmployerÕs objectives, the roles of the PM and the

Supervisor may be combined.  Also, in-house personnel of the Employer may be

appointed to the Contractor, PM, and/or Supervisor roles.

2.4.5 Adjudicator

If negotiations in the contractual chain break down, the Adjudicator is

responsible for the settlement of disputes.  The Adjudicator acts independently

and not as an arbitrator. The Adjudicator provides non-binding independent

judgment of any disputes that may arise within a contract.  The Adjudicator is

jointly appointed and equally expensed by the Employer and Contractor (or

Consultant).  The NEC system requires parties to notify each other of disputes and

resolve them through adjudication without delay.  Typically, in the NEC, if a

dispute is not notified to the Adjudicator within four weeks of it arising, it cannot,

in the future, be notified.  Hence, the parties are understood to have agreed the

matter and it is no longer disputed.  The Adjudicator is an integral link in the

organizational structure of the NEC.

2.4.6 Language

Another distinctive aspect of the collaboration of the NEC is the language.

It is ordinary and simple enough to be understood by the working parties.  The

wording of the NEC documents is in ordinary language.  The purpose is to

minimize the incidence of disputes arising from ambiguous meanings.  The ICE

believes that Òthe contractÕs simplified language, together with an absence of any

assumptions concerning knowledge of surrounding English statues, will make [the

NEC system] ideal for useÉÓ (Yuille 1991).  Except in the insurance clause,

there is no legal terminology, thereby, reducing the need for legal counsel.  It is
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written straightforwardly with few long words and no long sentences.  Actually,

the sentences were written to have no more than 40 words at a time.  Also, NEC

language is mandatory.  For instance, Clause 10.1 of the ECC states ÒThe

Employer, the Contractor, the Project Manager and the Supervisor shall act as

stated in this contract and in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation.  The

Adjudicator shall act as stated in this contract and in a spirit of independence.Ó

The language is intended to be familiar to the language of builders and other

people in the construction industry worldwide.

Consistent with the unequivocal language, the NEC is designed in a

bulleted structure that is easy to read.  Unlike traditional contracts, there is no

cross-referencing.  Many of the customary legal concepts and forms of words are

discarded in the interests of better communication and management of projects.

Thus, the NEC can be used and employed by persons of various experiences and

knowledge of construction practices. Essential to the success of the construction

enterprise, the contract documents are easy to read and understand, which are

means to increased efficiency and better management of projects.

2.4.7 Risk Allocation

As discussed in Section 2.3, the NEC seeks to create a less adversarial

approach by a fairer allocation of risks.  The NEC accomplishes this by

unambiguously allocating to one party or the other, all the commonly identifiable

construction risks.  In an interview with Barnes, he stated that the NEC was

written to Òreallocate the risk so that people were motivated to cooperateÓ (Barnes

Fall 1997).  This is a welcomed development in the construction industry.  For

instance, a Contractor can properly estimate and weigh the risk of a job.  At the

same time, reduction of risk carried by the Contractor does not necessarily mean

that the Client gets a worse deal.  In effect, Clients decide what risks they will

carry and what is an acceptable level of risk for the other parties.  Appendix B

provides information on the risk that is correlated with the available contractual

arrangements.
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2.4.8 Stimulus to Good Management

Use of the NEC is designed to reduce risk of cost, time overruns, and poor

performance.  It aims to increase the likelihood of achieving a satisfactory

completed project for the Client and profit for the Contractor, Subcontractor, and

Suppliers.  To attain this, the most important objective to the authors of the NEC

is to stimulate good management.  One of the vehicles to accomplish this is the

ÒEarly WarningÓ provision.  The Early Warning provision provides for a binding

obligation for either party, subject to the contract, to present anything that may

affect the cost, time and quality of the work.  The parties are motivated to comply,

because it is in their best interest to communicate, to be aware of potential

obstacles, and to act quickly.  In the NEC, ÒEvery procedure has been designed so

that its implementation should contribute to rather than detract from the

effectiveness of management of the workÓ (Thomas Telford 1997).  The Early

Warning provision is a practice the NEC implements to promote communication

and stimulate good project management.

As it was intended, the NEC is used for any type of engineering or

building project.  Barnes, the lead architect of the NEC, states that the Òobjective

is to produce a flexible form of engineering contract, which can be used as the

basis of a management contract, a construction management agreement or design

and build, as well as for conventional lump-sum contracting.  It is a multi-purpose

form of contract, perhaps the first major effort to curb the proliferation of so many

different formsÓ (Allen 1991). The NEC contracts are multidisciplined and used

for a variety of projects, with little or no change to the conditions of contract.  It is

a set of contract documents that is designed to suit building and civil engineering

projects in any of the various management forms in the UK and overseas.  Most

importantly, as Barnes stated, ÒIt is human to argue, but it is not necessary.  The

designers of the NEC were looking from the viewpoint of how a construction

management system, through a fair contract, will help to produce a successful

outcome for all concerned, e.g. the Employer, Contractor, and Subcontractor, by
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preventing disputes and being a vehicle for positive collaboration and effective

project managementÓ (Barnes and Thompson 1997).  Section 2.6 provides

examples of how the NEC is used to date.

2.5 Process of NEC Implementation

This section looks at institutions and organizations endorsing and supporting the

implementation and effectiveness of the NEC in the engineering and construction

industry.  The main groups discussed here are:

¥ Institution of Civil Engineers

¥ Thomas Telford Limited

¥ NEC Panel

¥ NEC UsersÕ Group.

2.5.1 Institution of Civil Engineers

Appropriately, the implementation of the NEC was pioneered by the ICE,

the Òoldest Chartered Engineering Institution in the worldÓ (Giles 1996).  The ICE

was up to the challenge of introducing a new and revolutionary approach to

contracting.  With the support of the ICE and numerous construction industry

constituents and stakeholders, the impact of the NEC in engineering and

construction enterprises is growing.  The growth in use and acceptance of the

NEC was endorsed by the publication of the historic Latham Report.  Considered

the most thorough analysis of the construction UK industry, the report sets the

standards for an effective contract.  Based on those criteria, the NEC is an

overdue remedy for the apparent ills of the engineering and construction industry

(Latham 1994).  To Òspread the fireÓ, many entities provide support and

administration for the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of contract documents.
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2.5.2 Thomas Telford Limited

On behalf of the ICE, Thomas Telford Limited (Telford) provides

administrative support for the NEC.  Telford is owned by the ICE and functions

as its commercial branch.  It is managed by a Board of Directors appointed by the

ICE. TelfordÕs fundamental purposes are to serve the needs and to facilitate

advancements in the engineering and construction profession throughout the UK.

They are the leading providers of information and services for the UK

construction enterprise.  They provide training, recruitment, publications, and

symposiums on engineering and construction issues.  As an example, in an

interview with the training manager for Telford, Malcolm Moorely, he stated that

the NEC Introduction class is in high demand.  ÒTelford went from providing 2

courses for 12 Ð 16 people per year to 4 Ð 6 courses for 20 Ð 25 over the past 2

yearsÓ (Moorely 1997).  Lastly, all profits generated by Telford are endorsed back

to the ICE.

2.5.3 NEC Panel

The ICE's official advisory committee for the NEC is the NEC Panel.  The

NEC Panel is composed of senior members of the construction industry,

representing Employers (Clients), Consultants, Contractors, and associated

professional bodies.  Appendix E is a list of the current panel members.  Many of

the Panel members were on the original NEC drafting team.  Their primary task is

to continuously review the existing documents in response to users' needs and

comments, and changing legislation.  The Panel is not only interested in how the

NEC contracts are working in practice, but also where users find a discontinuity

in the system, such that they are unable to use the NEC documents for their

projects.  To advance their objectives, the NEC Panel meets on a regular basis to

study suggestions for new additions, improvements, and expansions of the system

of documents.  The Panel exists to improve the NEC and broaden the range of

contracts and supporting documents making up the ÒfamilyÓ of contracts.  Further
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tasks include the publication of additional Guidance Notes (described in Section

2.4) and any corrigenda, as the need becomes apparent to complement the

contract documents. The Panel maintains close ties with the NEC UsersÕ Group to

maintain a free flow of information about the pragmatic use of the contract

documents.

2.5.4 NEC UsersÕ Group

The NEC UsersÕ Group is a forum for users and potential users (Clients,

Designers, Project Managers, Contractors, and Researchers) of the contract

documents to exchange ideas and experiences.  The group started with 12

members: Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club (first member to join), Union Railways,

London Underground, Mott MacDonald, UK Department of Transport, National

Rivers Authority, Railtrack, British Airport Authority (BAA), Travers Morgan,

Yorkshire Water Services, Scottish Hydro-Electric, and ESKOM of South Africa.

It has since grown to approximately 100 members.  The UsersÕ Group is run and

guided by and for the users.  Leadership is directed by a chairman who is selected

from within the group.  The aims of the Users' Group are:

¥ to offer guidance on the practical applications of the NEC,

¥ to disseminate information about NEC development and applications,
and

¥ to bring NEC users together (Thomas Telford 1997).

As a by-product, the UsersÕ Group also gages the success and/or failures of the

NEC.  Mainly, the UsersÕ Group exists for people and organizations that are

interested in learning about, participating in, and supporting the development and

success of the NEC.  Appendix F is a list of the current NEC UsersÕ Group

membership.
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2.5.5 Other Support and Implementation Strategies

In addition, the ICE, under Telford, has appointed a full-time NEC

Manager, who is also Secretary for the Users' Group.  As NEC Manager, he or

she is responsible for the worldwide promotion and development of the New

Engineering Contract.  As Secretary, he or she is the liaison between the UsersÕ

Group and the NEC Panel.  As demand for training grows, as indicated in Section

2.5.2, the number of users and use of the NEC also grows.  The NEC Manager is

integral component to supporting the use and continued development of the NEC.

Presently, a database of use of NEC documents is being established.  The

database contains information on users (existing and past) and their corresponding

project scope and project value.  This information gives the ICE a picture of how

much use the documents of the NEC is getting, in what forms they are being used,

and how successful they are in operation.

To promote and implement the NEC with modern mode of technology, the

NEC Home Page on the Internet was constructed.  The address is

http://www.t-telford.co.uk/Nec/nechome.html.

This enables inquirers throughout the world to find out more about the

NEC and the UsersÕ Group.  The Internet homepage attracts a great deal of

interest coming from South America, Russia, Japan, and many more.  The

homepage provides information on the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of contracts, the NEC

UsersÕ Group newsletter, and other valuable information for current and potential

NEC users.
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2.6 Status of NEC Implementation

With all the support and effort in the creation and implementation of the NEC,

how far Òhas the fire spreadÓ?  The worldwide interest in this new approach to the

procurement and management of projects is growing as evident by the examples

presented in this section.  In the UK and abroad, there is positive response from

participants and constituents of the construction sector to the endeavors of the NEC to

lead to less confrontation and better project management.  Furthermore, it is used for a

full range of engineering and construction projects, as was intended.  To date, the NEC

has been used worldwide on over 5500 reported projects, varying in scope from rail

stations, airports, highway, power plants, et cetra.  In the UK alone, the value of

completed projects from 1993 Ð 1997 totals to more than £1 billion (Hughes and

Thompson 1997).  Overall, the support and effort in creating and implementing the NEC

has paid off; it has found tremendous acceptance and success throughout the construction

sector in the UK and other countries in the world.  This section gives insight into some of

the variety of implementations of the NEC by describing a few of the notable projects

and users to engage the contract documents.

2.6.1 Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club

The vanguard of NEC users is the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club.  The

Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club (Jockey Club) has been using the NEC since

1993.  Their first NEC project was valued at HK$30 million, a 36-hole golf

course.  Because of a time constraint, this project was contracted out without prior

agreement of the cost.  As reported by Gary Yau, the Project Manager, Òthe

contractor worked in good faith Ð for example, in one place he found unexpected

rock, the quantity of which was unknown and rates were agreed without delay.Ó

Afterwards, the same contractor was awarded another HK$30 million project to

build a racecourse that was let as a compensation event to extend the first contract

(ÒNEC in Hong KongÓ 1996).  Under the NEC, the Jockey Club has built seven

stables, a training track, and a golf course.  All in all, they have used the
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contracting system for both civil and building works, major redevelopment, and

demolition work.

2.6.2 ESKOM of South Africa

At present, the largest user of the NEC is considered to be ESKOM.

ESKOM is South AfricaÕs national electricity supply utility company.  It supplies

more than 90% of the electricity used in South Africa.  ESKOM is the fifth largest

electric company in the world.  Like in the UK, South Africa was plagued with a

proliferation of conditions of contracts.  At the time the NEC was being drafted,

ESKOM was also working on its own new form of contract.  Coincidentally,

many of the same objectives as those of the NEC were being considered.  After

hearing of BarnesÕ initiatives and the ICEÕs support, the Management Board of

ESKOM (ESKOM Board) appointed its Corporate Contracts Consultant, Andrew

Baird, to investigate the new contract.  Subsequently, Baird became an integral

participant of the NECÕs development by joining the original drafting team led by

Barnes.  In the meantime, an implementation plan was devised to gradually move

ESKOM toward a single set of conditions of contract.  Ultimately, the ESKOM

Board selected the NEC as the most satisfactory contract.  Since 1992, ESKOM

has used the NEC on thousands of contracts, mainly in connection with

electrification and power plant construction (Bell 1995).

ESKOM has vast experience with the NEC.  For example, extensive use

with the NEC contracts is gained on the Majuba Power Station project, which

comprises of six generators of 660 MW each.  With a project time span of 20

years, the project has been put on hold various times due to slow electricity sales.

The completion date is in the year 2002 and final cost is estimated to be £2.25

billion.  Since development of the NEC, the Majuba project has adopted it as the

system of contracts.  Contracts under the NEC are awarded from very high-tech

electronic work to standard pipelines and earthworks.  In addition, Òall technical

disciplines from electrical to civil are covered and virtually the full range of
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[NEC] contracts from consultancies to activity-based contracts are encountered

(Steyn 1995).Ó  Since 1993, ESKOM has used the NEC system of contracts on

100% of its work.  As of 1995, a total of 33 contracts with a value of £38,810,000

have been awarded.

2.6.3 Channel Tunnel Rail Link

Most notably, the NEC is used on the £30 billion Channel Tunnel Rail

Link Project.  The use of the NEC for this prestigious project is of international

interest.  The project scope is to build a 68-mile long high-speed rail link between

London and the Channel Tunnel.  Once operational in 2003, the journey from

London to Paris will take about 2 hours and 20 minutes, cutting 40 minutes off the

current times.  The Channel Tunnel Rail Link is being built by London &

Continental Railways Limited through its subsidiary Union Railways Limited

(Union Railways).  Rail Link Engineering (RLE), which is a joint venture of Ove

Arup & Partners, Bechtel, Sir William Halcrow & Partners and Systra, has the

contract for design and project management of the project for Union Railways.

RLEÕs Project Director, Ken Turnbull, states that Ò Ôthe project is complex and we

will require substantial input from Contractors experienced in various types of

construction.  We expect that the NEC form will provide the flexibility not only to

accommodate different types of construction, but also to allow for possible

alternative contracting strategies as each of the packages is developed.Õ Ó  In the

same context, Mike Attridge, Senior Contracts Manager for Union Railways,

justifies the choice of using the NEC documents by stating that Òit will be very

important to use an approach to managing all the different interfaces and to use a

system, which stimulates collaborative problem solvingÓ (Hughes 1997).

Certainly, the organization and versatility of the NEC is being fully used on this

enormous project.  Union Railways anticipates many benefits and rewards for

utilizing the NEC approach to contracting.
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2.6.4 1999 Rugby World Cup Millenium Stadium

Equally as noteworthy, the £114 million redevelopment of the Welsh

National Rugby Stadium (Millenium Stadium) at Cardiff Arms Park in Cardiff,

Wales is using the NEC.  The project is applying the NEC Engineering and

Construction Contract Main Option C (target contract with activity schedule), but

with the addition of a Guaranteed Maximum Price provision.  The completion of

this project is critical; it must be completed in time for the opening game of the

Rugby World Cup in September 1999.  When the existing stadium was completed

13 years ago, it was one of the best facilities in the world.  However, with the

continuing public demand for sporting facilities and stricter safety regulations, the

redevelopment is past due.  The new Millenium Stadium will be one of the

worldÕs most advanced stadiums.  It is designed as a new 75,000-seat stadium,

with spectator facilities, including bars and restaurants, a rugby museum, riverside

walk and public plaza, and many technological features, such as an acoustically

insulated retractable roof system and a state of the art public announcement

system.  The Designers are the Lobb Partnership who is also responsible for the

design of the Sydney Olympic Stadium.  The Welsh Rugby Union and Cardiff

County Council are the Clients; John Laing Construction Company is the

Contractor; and, OÕBrien-Kreitzberg is the Project Manager.  OÕBrien-Kreitzberg

was also the Project Manager for the Atlanta Olympic facilities (Hughes 1997).

2.6.5 Other UK Projects and Users

In the UK, British Airport Authority (BAA) is one of the biggest users of

the NEC.  In 1996, David Williams, Construction Director of BAA, reported that

ÒBAA has used the NEC for more than 40 contracts, ranging in value from

£60,000 to £50 million in Britain aloneÓ (Giles 1996).  In like manner, Anglian

WaterÕs senior engineer, Paul Glass declared that the NEC had been used

successfully over 20 projects worth between £500,000 and £2 million, and the

work ranged from sewage treatment works to laying pipelines (Barrie 1995).  As
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well as Anglian WaterÕs, Union Railways has successfully employed the NEC

system of contracting on its £60 million Heathrow Express Tunnel project.

Additionally, J. Sainsburys, a major grocery chain and well-respected

construction Client, uses the ECC Option F for all new stores and extensions to

existing stores where a management Contractor is employed.  In the UK, the NEC

has surely achieved ample use by a variety of private sector construction

stakeholders.

Besides private entities, in 1995, UK Government agencies began to use

the NEC contract documents.  Initially, three different areas of government

employed the contract.  First, the Prison Service used the ECC for £6 million

worth of modernization projects and for construction of new structures.  Second,

the Highway Agency, Department of Transport, used the NEC on major highway

improvement projects.  Lastly, there is the Building Research Establishment

(BRE), an executive agency of the Department of Energy.  It employed the NEC

on its project to build a new 21st Century office building at its headquarters.  It is a

three-story office building with a seminar facility.  Its final cost is £2.6 million

(ÒGovernment trials of the NECÓ 1995).  Due to successful outcomes, the joint

perspective of the private and public sectors of the UK is that there are clear

advantages to working with the NEC for the future development of the British

infrastructure.

2.6.6 International Users

As stated earlier, the worldwide interest in this new approach to

contracting and management of projects has been tremendous.  The NEC has been

used in Thailand and Belize.  And, major Clients, such as the Government of New

South Wales, National Power, the Asian Development Bank, Scottish Hydro-

Electric, and the British GovernmentÕs Overseas Development Agency continue

to initiate use of NEC contract documents on their major projects.  With large

respected Clients in the forefront and positive responses from Contractors,
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continued increasing use and success of the NEC system of contracts are

inevitable.

2.7 Conclusion

Adversity, extensive delays, and rising litigious activities and costs plague the UK

construction industry.  With his expertise and experience, Barnes convinced leaders in the

construction industry and the Institution of Civil Engineers in the UK that innovative and

non-adversarial conditions of contracts, aimed at better management of projects, are the

cure for the disease afflicting the construction industry.  The product of these innovations

is the New Engineering ÒfamilyÓ of Contracts  (NEC).  Owners, Engineers, and

Contractors of the UK endorsed the development and implementation of the NEC.  In

addition, the Latham Report spearheaded the support and acceptance for the ingenuity

and effectiveness of the NEC.  After the historic report, an increasing number of Clients,

both private and public, adopted the new contract system.  Since the release of the

consultative version in 1991, the NEC has rapidly increased its use in the UK and around

the world.  It is used on a wide variety of engineering and construction works.

As a modern and innovative contracting system, the NEC attempts to eliminate

the time and effort (very often arising as a result of poor management and unfair

contracts) expended on disputes and litigation.  The founders of the NEC believe much

can be achieved in cost savings and in a reduction of adversity and litigation through the

application of good project management and a fair contract.  In the words of a Contractor,

Peter D. Park of P. Trant Ltd. affirms that the NEC Òis a breath of fresh air in that is

radically more flexible, simple and clear in use than other forms of contract.  It stimulates

good management by reducing the Òthem and usÓ that has built up between project teams.

By addressing risk more fully than other forms of contracts in common use, confrontation

and the subsequent waste of skilled management resources have been reducedÓ (Park

1994).  The NEC is not just a legal document, but a series of management procedures that

proactively prevents disputes by encouraging teamwork between Contractor, Designer,
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and Employer.  As Barnes asserts, Òit does not coerce cooperation; however, it reinforces,

stimulates, and encourages all parties to cooperate.  It is an effective interface of

managementÓ (Barnes and Thompson 1997).  As intended, it is a set of contract

documents that is compatible with modern project management techniques, forward

thinking, and has the necessary tools to promote positive attitudes and cooperation.

Clearly, the NEC has demonstrated success in its attempts to achieve improvements in

contractual relations, managerial practices, and equity in the business environment.
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Chapter 3.  Impact of the New Engineering Contract

 This chapter looks at research and survey information gathered to assess
the impact of the New Engineering Contract (NEC) ÒfamilyÓ of
documents on engineering and construction practices.  It provides a
summary on how the implementation of the NEC system of contracts have
impacted the culture and methods used in modern contract and project
management.

3.1 Introduction

The NEC was introduced to the engineering and construction industry for use in

1993.  Therefore, research and publications on the NEC are limited because of its

newness to the practice of engineering and construction. Hughes contends that supporters

of the NEC would Òlike to think that Épeople are busy using it, rather than writing about

itÓ (Hughes 1997).  At the same time, academics and the ICE monitor and analyze the

impact of the NEC.  This section presents the findings of research to date on whether the

NEC system of contracting has impacted and/or fulfilled the needs of the industry and the

objectives it desires.

The first research summary presented here was conducted by Jonathon C.

Broome, Civil Engineer and Academician.  Broome studied the impact of the NEC on the

construction industry.  This treatise reports on two aspects of BroomeÕs work:

1. The impact of structural changes implemented by the NEC.

2. The impact of secondary changes inspired by the NEC.

In addition, the results of two other investigations are presented.  Studies on the

results of implementation generated by the NEC were conducted by:

¥ Thomas Telford Limited (on behalf of ICE) and

¥ Denise Quigley, Civil Engineer.
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3.2 Broome Survey

Jonathan C. Broome is a Ph.D. candidate in the Project and Construction

Management Group of the School of Civil Engineering at the University of Birmingham

in Birmingham, England.  He works under the advisement of Professor John G. Perry, co-

founder of the NEC. Perry is also an active member of the NEC Panel, which as

discussed in Section 2.5 on the process of NEC implementation, is responsible for the

continuing technical development of the NEC system of contracts.  As a catalyst between

industry and academia and to assist the development and improvement of the NEC

system, Perry and Broome launched a research project, which focused on an evaluation

of the use and effectiveness of the NEC system of contracts in the current engineering

and construction environment (Broome 1998).  This section gives an insight into

BroomeÕs research from an interview conducted in the UK in November 1997 and from

abstracts of his dissertation research and other publications.

The methodology adopted for BroomeÕs dissertation combined two approaches:

variable analysis and interpretative approach.

Variable analysis is the reduction of the inputs and outputs of a project to a
measurable scale or classification.  The questions and answers can be in
three basic forms: factual, classification, and attitudinal.  The
interpretative approach justifies discussions of examining practice in a
social context.  Researchers argue that the social context cannot be
measured in the same way as a laboratory experiment.  Instead, the
research process [the interpretative approach] is iterative, with the
researcher attempting to attain an idealistic state of Òinformed neutralityÓ
while involving himself in face to face interviews, shadowing individuals,
and working and observing in the environment gaining rich qualitative
insight on a subject  (Broome 1998).

Broome and Perry devised 150 different parameters and classifications on which the NEC

can be tested on, from which a questionnaire was developed.  Some of the questions

measured the financial and time performance of NEC projects, but the majority called for

anecdotal and attitudinal responses supported by industry experience.  Twenty-eight

interviews were conducted with EmployersÕ (OwnersÕ) representatives and 18

contractorsÕ representatives (Broome 1998).
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Primarily, BroomeÕs research is based on the effectiveness of the NEC in

achieving its objectives of clarity, flexibility, and stimulus to good project management

as compared to existing forms of contract.  In the implementation of the NEC system of

contracts, structural changes are introduced.  The structural changes presented in

BroomeÕs research are:

¥ Roles and Staffing

¥ Early Warning Procedures for Change

¥ Compensation Events and Schedule of Cost Components

¥ Accepted Programme (Project Schedule)

¥ Time Periods

3.2.1 Roles and Staffing

ÒResearch has found widespread agreement that the clarity of the roles and

the practicality of how the named individuals [e.g. PM, Supervisor, and

Adjudicator] are meant to function are an improvement [on other existing forms

of contract].Ó  The administration of an NEC contract also calls for different skills

and qualities from the individuals involved on both sides and also require changes

in the way they perform their duties compared with other forms of contract

(Broome and Thompson 1997).

As described in Section 2.4.4 on the resultant roles and responsibilities of

NEC development, the PM role is to manage the project on behalf of the

Employer and is unequivocally defined in the contract.  BroomeÕs research

reveals that Ò[s]ome project managers have expressed mild relief that they are no

longer both expected to act on the EmployerÕs behalf and to be (simultaneously)

independentÓ (Broome and Perry 1995).  Because of the discipline imposed by the

procedures of the NEC, it is envisaged that the PM should be physically close to

the work, have single point responsibility, and, above all, be empowered to make

decisions (Broome 1998).
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The SupervisorÕs role Òappears to lie somewhere between that of the

traditional Resident Engineer and Clerk of WorksÓ (Broome and Perry 1995).  In

regards to the roles and responsibilities described in Section 2.4.4, the Supervisor,

while acting for the Employer, has a clear technical role in deciding if what has

been built is to the quality stated in the Works Information.  From his research,

Broome recounts that some supervisors have complained that the way the NEC

contract defines their authority is a demotion of their former role.  However, the

NEC makes it possible for the day-to-day project management responsibilities for

the running of the project to be delegated to the Supervisor.  Supervisors believe

this compensates for the perceived demotion.

The impact of the role of the Adjudicator is Òakin to that of a nuclear

deterrent Ð to encourage people to sort of out their own disputesÓ (ÒAiming for the

fairwayÓ 1991).  NEC contract participants are drawing some comfort from the

perception that if they make a decision, which is challenged, they have an

Adjudicator to decide whether the action was correct.  By engaging the

Adjudicator, the parties of the contract avoid having to involve the Employer in

an expensive full-scale litigation or arbitration (Broome and Perry 1995).

Early experience with the NEC system of contracting is producing strong

evidence that its innovative procedures are generating different roles and a need

for different skills with benefits to the overall management of the project.

Therefore attention needs to be given to job descriptions, skills, and authority

levels within an organization or project, before the contact starts.  Additionally,

job site representatives of both Employers and Contractors are motivated to work

within the tight time periods in the contract to solve issues and respond to the

other partiesÕ communications.
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3.2.2 Early Warning Procedures for Change

Broome reports that in practice, it appears that the Early Warning

procedure is not being followed precisely.  However, the concept has been

enthusiastically endorsed.  For instance, investigations reveal that Contractors

have thoroughly gone through the details of the Works Information at the start of

a contract, looking to sort out inconsistencies and ambiguities early on, rather than

to discover them during construction (Broome and Perry 1995).  When an

ambiguity is discovered, it is assessed on Òthe interpretation most favourable to

the contractorÓ (ECC, Clause 63.7 1995).  This is another reason why the

preparation of the contract documentation has to be thorough.  On the other hand,

if the Contractor only makes the PM aware of a problem at the time of

construction, it could be deemed his liability.  Both the Employer and Contractor

interviewees agree that Òthe early identification and resolution of a problem has

avoided additional expenditure by either partyÓ (Broome 1998).

3.2.3 Compensation Events and Schedule of Cost Components

The ECC Guidance Notes define Compensation Events as Òevents which,

if they occur, and do not arise from the ContractorÕs fault, entitle the Contractor to

be compensated for any effect the events has on the Prices and the Completion

Date.Ó  In other words, the contractor, when a defined event occurs which is at the

EmployerÕs risk, is entitled to extra payment and/or a delay to the completion

date.  The entitlement is determined through a quotation by the Contractor for the

time and cost impact of the problem and its solution.  The Compensation Event is

then implemented upon the PM notifying the Contractor of an accepted

entitlement.  Table 3.1 lists the Compensations Events listed in the ECC Main

Clause 6.
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Table 3.1: Lists of Compensation Events

The following are compensation events identified in ECC, 60.1:

(1) The Project Manager gives an instruction changing the Works Information except
¥ a change made in order to accept a Defect or
¥ a change to the Works Information provided by the Contractor for his design, which is made

at his request or to comply with other Works Information provided by the Employer.

(2) The Employer does not give possession of a part of the Site by the later of its possession date
and the date required by the Accepted Programme.

(3) The Employer does not provide something, which he is to provide by the date for providing it
required by the Accepted Programme.

(4) The Project Manager gives an instruction to stop or not to start any work.

(5) The Employer or Others do not work within the times shown on the Accepted Programme or
do not work within the conditions stated in the Works Information.

(6) The Project Manager or the Supervisor does not reply to a communication from the
Contractor within the period required by this contract.

(7) The Project Manager gives an instruction for dealing with an object of value or of historical or
other interest found within the Site.

(8) The Project Manager or the Supervisor changes a decision, which he has previously
communicated to the Contractor.

(9) The Project Manager withholds an acceptance (other than acceptance of a quotation for
acceleration or for not correcting a Defect) for a reason not stated in this contract.

(10) The Supervisor instructs the Contractor to search and no Defect is found unless the search is
needed only because the Contractor gave insufficient notice of doing work obstructing a
required test or inspection.

(11) A test or inspection done by the Supervisor causes unnecessary delay.

(12) The Contractor encounter physical conditions which
¥ are within the Site,
¥ are not weather conditions and
¥ which an experience contractor would have judged at the Contract Date to have such a small

chance of occurring that it would have been unreasonable for him to have allowed for them.

(13)  A weather measurement is recorded
¥ within a calendar month,
¥ before the Completion Date for the whole of the works and
¥ at the place stated in the Contract Data
the value of which, by comparison with the weather data, is shown to occur on average less
frequently than once in ten years.

(14) An EmployerÕs risk event occurs.

(15) The Project Manager certifies take over of a part of the works before both Completion and the
Completion Date.
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Table 3.1: Lists of Compensation Events continued,

(16) The Employer does not provide materials, facilities and samples for tests as stated in the
Works Information.

(17) The Project Manager notifies a correction to an assumption about the nature of a
compensation event.

(18) A breach of contract by the Employer which is not on of the other compensation events in the
contract.

Broome reports that the clause has been extensively tested on various

contracts and has not produced any significant problems (Broome and Thompson

1997).  From his research, Broome discovered that construction participants have

found that the list of Compensation Events in one section, as in ECC Clause 60.1,

is a general improvement in clarity, than is the case with other forms of contracts.

Thus, compared to other forms of contracts, a higher level of front-end

administration is needed to prepare and evaluate the time and cost impact of

Compensation Events.  Therefore, due to the mechanisms in the NEC system, a

major effort has been involved in the earlier stages of contract negotiations to

forecast labor costs for particular workers which is required in order to estimate

total costs for Compensation Events (Broome and Perry 1995).  As an example,

experienced employers are now looking to agree standard rates for different

categories of labor; either early on in the contract or before the contract is signed.

Agreeing the problem, defining its solution, and stating assumptions that are to be

made before the Contractor prepares his quotation, rather than after, is the result

of the NEC objective to be an impetus to good project management.  In the same

manner, both PMs and Contractors express the view that Òwhile they each feel

that they will get fair recompense for a Compensation Event, it is much harder for

contractors to recover any shortcomings in their tenders [bids] as they now have

to justify any additional costs more rigorouslyÓ (Broome 1998).

Most importantly, from his research, Broome discovered that Òalmost all

NEC contracts appear to be achieving much earlier settlement of the final account

than under other forms of contract.  Settlement is commonly achieved within a
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few months of completion, which is an indicator that the compensation event

procedure is achieving its objectivesÓ without arbitration or litigation (Broome

1998). Broome infers that the Compensation Event procedure has had a

significant impact on construction practices.

3.2.4 Accepted Programme (Project Schedule)

The Accepted Programme (Project Schedule) is central to the management

of NEC projects.  Generally, it is updated at monthly intervals and includes

among other things, float time, construction methods, and resource levels for each

operation.  In addition, the schedule gives the Employer milestone dates i.e.

inspections, access, and possession.  The drafters of the NEC intended for the

required schedules Òto assist the Contractor to prepare and the PM to assess the

time and cost impact of any potential compensation event, as well as giving much

greater confidence in forecasts of completionÓ (Broome 1998).

Lack of compliance with the Accepted Programme procedure places the

Contractor in a weaker position in the assessment of a compensation event.

Broome suggests that ÒThe Contractor does not fully recognize the benefits of an

up to the date and realistic plan.  As the initiator of the Accepted Programme, the

Contractor has the opportunity to take control and really drive the project.  The

Contractor will be making the Employer and his PM perform at a high level in

order not to hinder the projectÕs progress and will be able to claim fair

recompense if they do not meet their responsibilitiesÓ (Broome and Perry 1995).

Therefore, the NEC commands that both the Contractor and the Employer

carefully monitor the project.

During BroomeÕs interviews, ContractorÕs personnel at job site level have

stated that the schedule that they are required to prepare is Òmore thorough and

more carefully thought out.Ó  From his interviews, Broome reports that the

consensual observation among Contractors and PMs is that Òthe NEC does not
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treat programming as an art, but purely as a science and makes no allowance for

the effect of general disruption to the critical pathÓ (Broome 1998).  Therefore,

Broome concludes that the contractor is motivated to do the work in accordance

with the Accepted Programme.

While some contractors complain of the effort required to prepare the

Accepted Programme, others do not resent having to do it, because of the benefits

it produces in terms of cost and time savings in evaluating compensation events

and as a tool for good project management (Broome and Thompson 1997).

BroomeÕs research has discovered that there is virtually complete agreement that

if there are extra personnel costs, they are outweighed by the benefits brought to

the project.  As a project manager stated ÒYou might as well pay a good project

manager or planner at the time that he can do something, rather than pay a claims

type person at a later dateÓ (Broome and Perry 1995).

3.2.5 Time Periods

The NEC system of contracting consists of demanding time periods in

which each party has to respond to the other.  For instance, in accepting a

programme (a project schedule), the PM has effectively committed himself, the

Employer, or other to do certain actions at the times stated on the programme.

Failure to do so can lead to a compensation event.  Broome reports that these

factors prompted a senior PM to say Òyou need to hit the ground with your feet

running because where you get hit hardest is in the early stagesÓ (Broome 1998).

This observation also applies to the Contractor.

The impact of the firm time periods established in the NEC highlight the

need for adequate preparation for the management of projects.  For example,

Broome concludes, ÒContractors need more time to mobilize.  Personnel close to

the project need to be empowered to make decisions and have clear lines of

communication to higher levels when their own authority is exceededÓ (Broome
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1998).  As mentioned earlier, both Clients and Contractors recognize that more

front-end pro-active management and administration is needed during the

construction phase to fully benefit from the management techniques incorporated

in the NEC contracting system.

Equally important, the NEC was deliberately drafted to provide an

interlocking set of procedures to stimulate good project management of contracts

by both parties and to avoid disputes.  While conflict, disagreements, and changes

do arise on any project under any form of contract, it is generally agreed that the

NEC creates a better framework for their management and resolution (Broome

and Thompson 1997).  Broome analyzed the most important secondary change

due to the implementation of the NEC system of contracts.  The secondary

changes examined are clarity and logic.

3.2.6 Clarity and Logic

As has been previously discussed, one of the major aims of the NEC is to

be an improvement in clarity compared with existing forms of contract.

BroomeÕs research identified that at job site level, it is agreed that compared to

previously used contracts, the NEC is easier to read.  The site personnel

interviewed affirm that there are few disagreements over the meaning of clauses.

Some senior personnel expressed the view that Òit is the first contract which they

can actually understandÓ (Broome and Perry 1995).  From the international

construction environment, one project director for a contractor involved in a large

and complicated project told Broome, Òfor the first time in his experience,

engineers from non-English speaking countries were actually referring to the

contract document.Ó

The Guidance Notes, which accompany the contract, are generally seen as

helpful in understanding the contract and the implications of each clause.  In

comparison, the Flowcharts appear to be used less, but also help users to
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understand the interactions between clauses.  Like any tool, its effectiveness

depends on how well it is used.  BroomeÕs investigation uncovered that money

issues are the source of most disagreements and the NEC method of working out

the cost of a Compensation Event by the Schedule of Cost Components has

caused the most problems (Broome and Perry 1997).  In the first edition of the

NEC, the Guidance Notes were initially deficient in explaining this method.  Due

to the improvements made in 1995 in the second edition, there are greater

understanding and reduced problems.  Broome predicts that as use of the contract

progresses, use of the Guidance Notes and the Flowcharts will generally decrease

(Broome and Thompson 1997).

Furthermore, research and interviews indicate the following improvements

in clarity due to the logic, procedures, and language of the NEC:

¥ Ease of understanding,

¥ Clearer text,

¥ Clearer risk allocation,

¥ Clearer roles,

¥ Clearer procedures,

¥ Reduced sources of conflict,

¥ Reduced gamesmanship,

¥ Clearer payment for change,

¥ Clearer dispute procedures, and

¥ Clearer guidance (Broome and Hayes1997).

In conclusion, having interviewed users at different stages of a project,

Broome noticed how attitudes, appreciation, and understanding of the NEC

become more positive as the project progresses.  Virtually all interviewees, once

they have overcome the initial learning curve, think the NEC is easier to work

with on site than with traditional contracts.  Both Contractors and PMs frequently

observed that after having had experience with the NEC, their efficiency and

performance improved on later NEC projects (Broome 1998).
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In BroomeÕs research, the following improved practices resulting from the

structural and secondary change were discussed:

¥ Attitudes and Motivation

¥ Tender (Bid Document) Preparation and Assessment

¥ Valuation.

3.2.7 Attitudes and Motivation

During his research, Broome discovered that on successful projects, effort

has been put into educating the staff, not only in the contract itself, but also in the

concepts behind it and in establishing a good working relationship between the

partiesÕ pre-contract activities.  It is discovered that some contractors and clients

have consciously selected personnel whose attitudes are more suited to the new

culture and style forged by the NEC (Broome 1998).  Subsequently, there has

often been an attitude of trust in and respect for the other partiesÕ objectives that

has not been observed under the traditional contracts.

Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that use of the NEC motivates a

cooperative attitude on the job site.  The research suggests that the NEC system

helps to perpetuate, reinforce, and over time, enhance the spirit of co-operation

established at the projectÕs pre-contract events.  Broome proclaims, ÒThe NEC is

based more on incentives than penalties, aiming to motivate people positively to

work togetherÓ (Broome and Thompson 1997).  It is clear from the research that

the commitment to a changed culture in the engineering and construction

environment, which the NEC promotes and encourages, must stem from the

Employer.  Training of project staff and thorough pre-contract preparation are

emerging as essential elements for achieving this commitment.
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3.2.8 Tender (Bid Document) Preparation and Assessment

The contract documentation required by the NEC system differs from the

conventional contracts in a number of ways.  For instance, greater rigor and

precision are needed in the preparation of NEC bidding documents, because it is

believed that Òthe ECC [Engineering and Construction Contract] is more likely to

highlight [EmployerÕs or ContractorÕs] errors in the management processÓ

(Broome and Perry 1997).  Greater discipline is required in preparation of

information to make sure it is full, clear and unambiguous at the time of bidding.

Clauses, which rely on subjective judgement such as Òto the engineerÕs

satisfactionÓ, are eliminated.  As a senior company manager stated, Òthe NEC

forces a discipline on the Employer to ensureÉ the specification is well writtenÓ

(Broome and Perry 1997).

Furthermore, Broome received feedback that indicates this may increase

costs at the start of the project for the Employer, but should reduce the

construction costs, save bid document preparation time for the Contractor, and

save bidding evaluation time for the Employer.  Broome reports that ÒBecause of

the tightness required in an ECC specification compared to a normal one, a

number of Designers have estimated that it takes between 5% and 10% more time

to prepare [contract documents].  The Employer has to spend more money prior to

the contract being let; the Designers felt that the process should produce a better

and more buildable design, resulting in a reduced and more certain costÓ (Broome

1998).

In regards to the Contractor, he/she needs to think much more about his

bid documents, especially in the preparation of the project schedule, cash flow,

and method of work before the job starts.  Therefore, the number of man-hours

needed to put together an NEC tender (bid documents) may be greater than

normal.  Broome deduces that this extra work considered by the developers of the

NEC, produces benefits, which out weigh the work, involved (Broome and

Thompson 1997).
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3.2.9 Valuation

Under the NEC, the PM assesses the amount due at each assessment date,

but has to consider it with and justify it to the Contractor.  Payment is certified

within one week of the assessment date.  The impact of this shorter time period,

compared with other forms of contract, encourages people to agree quantities and

completed activities at the time the work is completed.  Payment is made within

four weeks of the assessment date and interest is added both to the late

certification and late payments.

In addition, BroomeÕs research shows that in regards to NEC contracts that

Activity Schedules (Cost Loaded CPMs) are effective tools for projecting cash

flows.  The question of what constitutes completion of an activity has been raised

on some contracts and indicates the need for the end of an activity to be clearly

defined by the person preparing the Activity Schedule.  At the same time, the

respondents of BroomeÕs research interviews believe that in term of good project

management, the time spent measuring, preparing, and agreeing quantities [and

Activity Schedules] is greatly reduced (Broome and Perry 1995).

3.3 Telford Survey

In June and July of 1997, Thomas Telford Limited (Telford) administered a

survey to evaluate the use of the NEC contract documents, the benefits and dilemmas

experienced, and views on the training, software, and new additions to the NEC ÒfamilyÓ.

A questionnaire was sent to 2000 purchasers of NEC documents.  In the end results, there

are 364 respondents: 18% Clients, 29% Contractors, 29% Consultants, 8% Surveyors, 1%

Designers, and 15% Others.  Of the respondents, 41% of them used or are currently using

NEC documents (ÒNEC SurveyÓ 1997).  Appendix G is the result of the survey provided

by Telford.
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The salient points are:

Regarding use of NEC contracts:

¥  Of the 59% who responded that they had not or are not currently using the

NEC range of contracts, 71% replied that they Òenvisage usage in the future.Ó

¥ Of those that have no working experience with the NEC, 56% suggest that it

is because they Òhave not been asked to undertake a project using it.Ó

¥ Most companies use the NEC contracts with only minor, if any modifications

(54%).  The Building Research Establishment (BRE) reported that they Òonly

needed to make slight alterations to the NECÉÕwe asked contractors to say if

there was anything in the NEC they didnÕt think would work on a building

project, but there were not serious objectionsÕ.  The only major changes

needed were to formalise sections covering loss of working time due to bad

weatherÓ (ÒBuilding first for NECÓ 1996).

Regarding benefits of NEC contracts:

¥  The majority of companies state that the NEC has benefited their projects

(72%).  The benefits identified are better management procedures (32%),

easier handling of problems (31%), time savings (15%), cost savings (12%),

and others (10%).  See Appendix G for more details.

Regarding pitfalls of NEC contracts:

¥  Nearly half of those using the documents believed that the NEC had caused

problems (46%).  The users suggest that this is predominantly due to the fact

that the parties were not yet familiar with the contract, rather than the contract

failing to live up to expectations (59%).  Also, based on the comments, the

procedures and time restraints involved in handling the compensation events,

i.e. notices and responses, were cumbersome and too short.

Regarding dollar value of contracts under the NEC:
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¥  The range of values of contracts, under the NEC system, is reported to vary

from under £100K to over £10 million per contract.

Regarding NEC support tools:

¥  Regarding the Guidance Notes and their usefulness, the responses are 93%

used the Notes and of those, 59% found them ÒusefulÓ.

¥  Regarding the Flowcharts and their usefulness, the responses are 42% used

them and of those, 68% found them ÒusefulÓ.

¥ 69% of the repliers to the survey have had their staff trained in the use of the

NEC.

¥ Of the repliers, 84% are members of the NEC UsersÕ Group.

The various respondents had many experiences to share regarding their use with

the NEC.  One of the reasons that the Jockey Club prefers the NEC is Òbecause it

reinforces the role of the Project Manager (PM) in the early design and construction

phases.  [In the opinion of the PM on the golf course project], Ôthe use of the NEC

smoothed the golf course contract considerably and engendered a team spirit with the

contractor which helped solve the problems that arose with the second projectÕ Ó (ÒNEC

in Hong KongÓ 1996).

In addition, ESKOM representatives assert that the major area of impact of the

NEC is Òa major cultural shiftÓ (Steyn 1995).  The consensus among the managers for

ESKOM is that the previously used contracts are based on moderately adversarial

approaches, while the NEC procedures focus strongly on working together to complete a

project.  Ben Steyn, PM on the Majuba Station Project, declares that the ÒIt [NEC] is

solution focused, rather than problem orientated.Ó

To improve the impact of the NEC, Telford is exploring these responses and

comments.  In conjunction with the NEC Panel, UsersÕ Group, and the ICE executive

council, Telford administers suggestions and improvements for the ÒfamilyÓ of

documents to assist companies who wish to be supported in integrating the NEC system

into their business.
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3.4 Other Published Work

Besides the interests of academicians, industry participants, and investors in the

NEC, many future architects and engineers in the UK are becoming aware of the impact

of the contracting improvement movement in the UK engineering and construction

process.  In 1997, Denise Quigley (presently working for Turner and Townsend

Chartered Quantity Surveyors in Manchester, England) was a student of the University of

Salford.  She conducted her research project on the NEC.  The objectives were Òto

establish whether the ECC was an improvement on the established forms of contract or

notÓ and to determine whether the ECC was indeed a ÒbetterÓ contract (Quigley 1997).

For purposes of the research, a ÒbetterÓ contract was defined to be one that Òavoided the

failings of others without creating other, worse failings [as identified in the Latham

Report] (Quigley 1997).

The following results and conclusions in this section are drawn from a brief of

QuigleyÕs research submitted to the NEC UsersÕ Group:

Questionnaires were submitted to various Employers (Owners), Contractors, and

Consultants.  They were asked to give opinions as to the innovations in the ECC and the

improvements they make (or not) to the construction process.  ÒThe results were all

positive.Ó  The respondents indicate that the contract is an improvement in all areas.  The

Employers are least impressed by the novelties of the contract documents and forms,

Òconsidering the improvements to be only moderate.Ó  The Contractors and the

Consultants imply that improvements are quite significant, particularly with respect to

clauses on payment and program management.  The question still remains: how does the

ECC impact the construction process.

In regards to the construction process, Contractors consider Òthere to be

disproportionately high improvements in relation to the reduction of disputes and

conflicts, and increased openness and trust.Ó  The research shows that Contractors

understand the terms and the relationship between the contractual elements and

procedures.  Quigley concludes that the ECC creates among Contractors Òa more pro-
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active attitude towards reducing conflicts and disputes.Ó

Furthermore, from the questionnaires, it is concluded that the ECC Òavoids the

failings of the other contracts and provides a moderate to significant improvement,

depending on your viewpoint, and [the consensus ascertain] that the greatest

improvements being in teamwork and collaboration.Ó  Also, the question of whether

greater failings have been created is examined.  Quigley concludes that despite some

potential failings, Ònone were of such a magnitude as to detract from the improvements

considered made by those using the contract; and, thus it was concluded that the contract

was ÒbetterÓ.Ó

3.5 Conclusion

The NEC has introduced some real structural changes to the process of

construction contract administration.  Those structural changes are:

¥ Roles and Staffing

¥ Early Warning Procedures for Change

¥ Compensation Events and Schedule of Cost Components

¥ Accepted Programme (Progress Schedule)

¥ Time Periods.

As a consequence of the above changes, a secondary change in clarity and logic

have emerged in the improvement of language and procedures in the contracting process.

As a result of the structural and secondary changes, the NEC has demonstrated improved

practices in areas of:

¥ Attitude and motivation

¥ Tender (Bid document) Preparation

¥ Valuation.
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Attitude, experience, effort, and communication are needed to effectively

implement the NEC procedures in engineering and construction practices.  Comments

made by Employer and Contractor interviewees, coupled with limited analysis of

financial data, reveal that in the majority of cases the NEC is helping to deliver projects

on time and on budget.  From the EmployerÕs perspective, with use of the NEC, he/she is

gaining greater certainty of his objectives.  From the ContractorÕs perspective, the

ultimate benefit has been in the swiftness of settlement of the final account.  To quote a

senior project manager, "It is an engineers contract, a project managers contract and not a

lawyers contract..." (Broome 1998).

Despite the unconventional contracting practices of the NEC, popular sentiment

among engineering and construction industry participants is that ÒThe NEC is an

improvement on other forms of contractÓ (Broome and Perry 1995).  Early experience is

proving that this new form of contract is making considerable contribution and impact to

improvements in the ways that projects are managed, thus benefiting the productivity of

the industry and the competitiveness of its clients.

Understanding and appreciating the innovations and cultural changes encouraged

by the NEC in the industry is critical to its success.  Broome writes, ÒThe NEC is

completely new, not just in the language that it uses, but in its fundamental concept and

ideas.  To quote a senior Project Manager (PM) [from an interview], Òwe like it because

its so radical and differentÉif it was a slight change, everybody would carry on the same

way.  The fact that it is so radical has made us think differentlyÓ (Broome and Perry

1995).
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Chapter 4.  Development and Implementation of the
Dispute Review Board (DRB)

 This chapter provides information on the Dispute Review Board (DRB or
Board) process.  It looks at the motivations and methodology behind the
creation and implementation of the DRB in the United States (US) as a
response to the US construction industryÕs problems with adversarial
relations, claims, and litigation.  Also, the chapter reviews the status of the
implementation of the DRB process in the construction industry to date.

4.1 Introduction

This chapter develops an understanding of the adversarial conditions and

unsuitable practices of the US construction industry.  As a response to the condition and

practices, certain sectors of the industry in the US centered its efforts toward dispute

resolution prevention and resolution mechanisms and developed the idea of using a three-

person standing neutral group known as the DRB.  The history and ideology that

promoted the creation of the DRB process and the products of its development are

valuable to understanding its contribution to the construction industry in the US.  The

process of implementing the DRB and the magnitude of its impact in the construction

industry to date is also investigated in this chapter.

4.2 United States Industry Conditions

Like in the UK, the nature of disputes in the US construction industry is fueled by

a prevailing adversarial climate.  The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) states

that ÒThe construction industry has been unable to reduce the number and magnitude of

disputes between contractors and owners.  Disputes result in a substantial dilution of

effort and diversion of capital from what should be the goal of the industry, creation of

works and structures to serve the publicÓ (ASCE 1991).
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Also, like in the UK, there is a proliferation of different contracts.  In the US,

every government entity has its own contract; and, in the private sector, the standard

contracts traditionally used are written by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and

the Engineers Joint Contract Document Committee (EJCDC) of the National Society of

Professional Engineers (NSPE).  Construction disputes and litigation are not diminishing

under the procedures of these ever-revised contracts.  On one hand, Contractors feel that

they Òhave been injured by one-sided, unfair and unreasonable contracts and contract

administrationÓ (ASCE 1991).  Research and experience shows that Contractors defend

against this situation by pricing their bids selectively and increasing their bid prices as the

ownerÕs reputation for fair play diminishes.  A second defense is to engage labor-

intensive, expensive, and uncertain litigation to resolve conflicts.  While these defensive

techniques have spread, they are not required or used in dealing with reasonable owners.

On the other hand, some Owners have perpetuated the practice by using of one-sided,

unfair and unreasonable contracts and contract administration.  In addition, Owners

historically tend to submit disputes to mediators, arbitrators, or the courts for resolution,

instead of cooperatively working with the Contractor to keep an issue to a minimum and

to resolve it at the job level.

The Dispute Prevention and Resolution Task Force within the Construction

Industry Institute (CII) identifies three basic factors as the prevailing causes of disputes

that plague the US construction industry.  These factors are summarized as follows:

1. Uncertainty arising from pre-existing conditions and complexity which cause

changes beyond the expectation of the parties.

2. Problems in the contracting process, including imperfect contracts drawn by

people who are unanticipatory and unwilling to reason or communicate,

incomplete scope definition, unrealistic expectations with regard to cost or

completion date and poor performance in executing the work.
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3. Issues and problems arising between people as a result of poor interpersonal

skills, poor communication, lack of responsiveness and unethical or

opportunistic behavior (Vorster 1993).

In the US, these factors have brought forth a number of approaches for avoiding

litigation.

James P. Groton, a respected and leading lawyer who has spent forty-three years

in law practice representing construction industry clients, was interviewed for this

research.  He provided this treatise with a brief review of approaches attempted in the US

to avoid and resolve disputes on construction projects.  To begin, Groton recounts that a

hundred years ago or more, the US began using Arbitration as a way of resolving

disputes.  It was seen as an avenue to bring expertise and informality into what had

previously been a strict legal adjudication process.  Whenever parties to a construction

contract could not reach an agreement, Arbitration was a means to obtain a quick

impartial expert decision so that Òthe parties could put the dispute behind them and move

on with the workÓ (Groton 1998).

The construction industry has also used the Architect or Engineer (A/E) during

the construction phase as the on-site arbitrator in an effort to avoid Arbitration altogether.

Groton claims that lawyers realized that the use of the A/E as a referee and the ad hoc

arbitrators were both fragile techniques for resolving disputes.  And, once lawyers began

to become heavily involved in dealing with construction disputes, they exploited the

weaknesses of both techniques.  Groton goes on to state that in dealing with construction

disputes, since the A/E is hired by the Owner and is frequently ruling on the adequacy of

the his own designs, lawyers attack the A/EÕs role as the interim adjudicator as an

Òinherent conflict of interestÓ.  Also, lawyers convince their clients that in the event of a

dispute, no matter how small, Òit is ÒunthinkableÓ and ÒinefficientÓ for a client to subject

itself to Arbitration without the ÒprotectionÓ of a lawyer.  Instead, lawyers advocate that

clients Òreserve their right,Ó Òput the dispute on the shelf,Ó and defer any Arbitration until

the end of the project, when enough disputes would have accumulated to make it
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worthwhile to have a Òreally efficientÓ ArbitrationÓ (Groton 1998).  Unfortunately, these

practices overlook the fact that unresolved disputes tend to poison relationships on a

project and that deferring resolution until after the project has ended means that facts are

forgotten, witnesses have moved on to other jobs, and that costs of reconstructing the

facts is expensive.

Furthermore, Groton recounts that the postwar period [after World War II]

ushered in a tremendous expansion of the construction industry accompanied by a

corresponding growth in transportation and communication facilities.  As a result,

contractors became more mobile, venturing without hesitation into unfamiliar regions and

seeking work from owners who were new to them.  As competition became increasingly

keen, profit margins were further eroded, particularly during periods of rapid inflation.

ÒContracts became much more complex and the construction process was burdened with

nontechnical requirements such as environmental regulations and third-party

interventions.  Contractors were compelled to pursue all available means to maintain their

financial well-being, and a growing body of lawyers and consultants stood ready to

accommodate themÓ (Matyas 1996).  As a result, the construction industry continued to

pursue sensible solutions to the deteriorating business environment.

About ten years ago, Groton describes the industry as beginning to turn to

Mediation as a less adversarial and less expensive way to resolve disputes because of the

horrendous expense of project-end Arbitration.  The industry experienced that Mediation

resolved about 80% of the disputes referred to this technique (Groton 1998).  Again,

lawyers suggested to their clients that Mediation be deferred until the end of the project.

When the end of the project came, the lawyers told their clients that Òthey were

uncomfortable mediating a dispute unless they had established all of the important factsÓ

(Groton 1998).  Therefore, it became necessary to conduct a certain amount of discovery

so that the essential facts could be reconstructed before Mediation.  Arguably, the

investigations improved the quality of the result in Mediation, but it meant that the

preparations for Mediation became almost as expensive as for Arbitration.
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Presently, research shows Òsubstantial evidence that the incidence and cost of

dispute resolution has reached a level where many participants in the construction process

believe there must be a change in the way the industry settles its differencesÓ (Vorster

1993).  Like in the UK, Owners, Contractors and Engineers in the US have developed an

interest in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) procedures, like Arbitration and

Mediation.  ADR takes various forms, but like litigation, are typically employed a

substantial time after the work has been completed, and the decisions are often made by

persons who have limited background in the type of work involved, and have no first

hand familiarity with the specific project.

Among the various ADR efforts, Owners, Contractors, and Engineers have

developed many ways to supplement contract provisions and administration procedures

for managing disputes.  Among these is a technique known as the Dispute Review Board

(DRB).  The DRB process is a prompt and expert method to handle disputes during the

construction phase of a project. The DRB consists of a three-person group of

independent, pre-selected neutrals that provide on-going assistance with dispute

resolution in parallel and throughout the construction process.  A useful by-product of the

DRB is the fact that the mere existence and availability of the DRB prompts parties to

deal with each other and deal with conflict realistically, candidly, and promptly, thereby

avoiding enlisting the services of the DRB at all.  This process serves as an efficient

dispute resolution devise.

4.3 Process of DRB Development

In the US construction enterprise, progress is being made towards a more

equitable allocation of risk between the Contractor and the Owner.  Unfortunately, Òthe

progress has been more than offset by an increase in the parties resorting to litigation to

resolve disputesÓ (ASCE 1991).  The construction process needs preventative steps to

control or avoid disputes or at least minimize the heavy transaction costs of resolving

them.
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DRB is recommended, for use in the construction industry, as a unique and

proven form of ADR to settle disputes that arise during the construction phase of a

project.  This section studies the history and philosophy behind the development of the

DRB process.

4.3.1 History

Al Mathews, a highly respected and leading Construction Engineering

Consultant in the US, is considered the forefather of the DRB process.  Mathews

was Chairman of the US National Committee on Tunneling and Technology,

Standing Subcommittee No. 4, Contracting Practices, which generated the 1974

publication Better Contracting for Underground Construction (Section 4.5.3

provides additional information on this publication).  That publication set the

stage for many of the concepts and practices employed today (ASCE 1991).

Shortly after publication of Better Contracting for Underground Construction, the

DRB concept began to be utilized in construction practice.

The industry was slow to take advantage of the process.  Mathews

promoted the development and implementation of the contracting procedures and

contract provisions of the DRB with his influence in the US engineering and

construction sector.  Mathews has played a key role in convincing Owners,

Engineers, and Contractors of the benefits of adopting these provisions in their

contracts.  He also has convinced the legal profession that procedures for

implementing DRB contract provisions is necessary and can be incorporated in

respective contracts.  ÒThe first recorded use of the DRB concept was applied [in

1975] to the construction contract for the second bore of the Eisenhower Tunnel,

in ColoradoÓ (Matyas 1996).  From 1975 to 1985, DRBs were initiated on five

tunnel projects and four heavy construction projects.  The success of early uses

eventually convinced a growing number of Owners and Contractors that DRBs

yielded benefits in the prevention and management of disputes on projects.
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Although the DRB process was first implemented on tunnel projects, other

construction work, i.e. heavy construction and process industries, began to follow

suit.  A number of tunneling organizations (i.e. the Moles and the Beavers) were

interested in advocating a basic contracting policy involving the cooperation and

better management of risk.  In 1989, under the inspiration of MathewsÕ, ASCEÕs

Technical Committee on Contracting Practices of the Underground Technology

Research Council (UTRC) published Avoiding and Resolving Disputes in

Underground Construction (ARDUC).  It was the first reference and guide on

DRBs.  Consequently, the concepts advocated in ARDUC received increasing

acceptance on construction projects other than the underground work on which it

was initially implemented.  Gradually, within the construction industry, a

movement began to develop to reduce adversarial attitudes, opportunistic

practices, and disputes in construction practices.  ÒConsequently, with the original

printing nearly depleted, it was decided to revise the [ARDUC] report to

incorporate the latest experiences, and to broaden the focusÓ (ASCE 1991).

In 1991, the UTRC consisted of owner representatives, contractors, legal

professionals, and consultants on construction disputes and those who had served

on a DRB.  Appendix H is list of the members of the 1991 Underground

Technical Committee.  Sponsored by the ASCE and the American Institute of

Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, the UTRC updated, revised, and

renamed the 1989 edition to Avoiding and Resolving Disputes during

Construction: Successful Practices and Guidelines (ARDC). In the revised

publication, Òthe subject matter and the title were expanded to make clear the

concept was not limited to underground constructionÓ (Matyas 1996).

From 1988 to 1994, the use of DRBs increased exponentially.  In 1988, 7

DRB projects were completed and 16 recommendations for resolution were issued

and accepted, with no litigation.  Likewise, in 1994, 68 DRB projects had been

completed and 211 disputes were settled (Matyas 1996).
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4.3.2 Philosophy

As was described in Section 4.3.1, many different ADR methods have

been used to resolve disputes and avoid litigation in US construction practices.

One of the purposes behind the very existence of the Board is to be a deterrent.

The existence of a DRB on a project is meant to encourage the parties to view

their differences objectively and to resolve them without engaging the Board at

all.  The basis is that the Board, consisting of management, engineering, and

contractual experts, could establish a rapport and a level of understanding and

trust among the project participants to work together to successfully complete a

project.  When utilized, the Board deals with contractual issues in a timely

manner and helps to improve communications and cooperation between the

contracting parties.  The principle underlying DRBs is that prompt resolution of

dispute results in a better job (ASCE 1991).  An unsettled dispute inhibits

communications and fosters an adversarial relationship between Owner and

Contractor, often resulting in even more disputes.  Therefore, the DRB functions

as a impartial and objective forum to foster cooperation between the Owner and

the Contractor, and is a means for prompt and equitable resolutions to disputes,

claims, and other controversies.

The primary emphasis of DRBs is to settle disputes Òas soon as possibleÓ.

Contrary to at the end of a project (as described in Section 4.2), the drafters of the

DRB process intended Òas soon as possibleÓ to mean bringing a dispute to the

Board as soon as the contracting parties sense that they are unable to reach a

satisfactory solution.  Also, Òas soon as possibleÓ has come to mean when the

facts and personnel involved are readily available, not sketchy or have moved on,

respectively.  Whenever possible, the Board is to be incorporated early enough in

the project so that they can visit the site on regular occasions and view the

conditions on which potential disputes may occur.  ÒVirtually, all other ADR

concepts address problems underlying the dispute long after it has surfaced, and

usually after the project is completedÓ (ASCE 1991).  Conversely, the philosophy
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of the DRB concept advocates that problems be brought Òout in the openÓ during

construction.  Most importantly, disputes are settled soon after they occur, before

they escalate and become a source of friction and ill will that lasts for the duration

of the contract.

Another objective of the DRB process is to provide a rational, impartial

review of disputes by mutually accepted experts.  The concept upholds the

principles of cooperation and equitable risk sharing by the parties to construction

contracts.  The objective of the drafters was to create an impartial and objective

dispute resolution mechanism that would be instrumental in Òavoiding litigation

and returning construction back to the engineer and construction professionalsÓ

(ASCE 1991).  Furthermore, Avoiding and Resolving Disputes during

Construction: Successful Practices and Guidelines (ARDC) insists that designers

and construction managers directly involved in day-to-day decision making are

often ineffective in resolving disputes.  It is stated that pride of authorship and

direct involvement often prevents one from being objective enough to

Òdistinguish the forest from the treeÓ.  Thus, it is believed that it is hard to

concentrate on resolving disputes when one is totally occupied with getting the

job built.

With a DRB in place, both parties have an opportunity to present their

differences informally and frankly, when facts are still fresh, to trusted peers who

quickly understand the problem (ASCE 1991).  The authors of the DRB process

believed that with a Board of experienced and qualified industry experts in place

on a project, the process could be tailored to fit any existing contract.  With a

DRB, this process best satisfies the need for an effective resolution procedure to

eliminate the customary wasted time and energy in litigation.  A by-product

DRBs is a reduction in the time and costs of dealing with disputes.  Disputes often

escalate and persist throughout construction, causing tempers to flare and the job

to suffer.  Many eventually result in project delays and/or litigation. (Section 4.4.4

reviews the DRB hearing process)
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Also, there is the question of whether a BoardÕs decision should be

admissible in evidence in a subsequent Arbitration or court trial.  If the

contractual parties know in advance that the BoardÕs decision and rationale will

be received in evidence in the event the dispute is not resolved amicably, parties

have a greater incentive to adopt the BoardÕs recommendation.  Thus, UTRC

strongly believed that as a consequence, the effectiveness of the DRB will be

maximized (ASCE 1991).  The philosophy is that inasmuch as the BoardÕs

investigation and analysis of facts will have been made contemporaneously with

the events, the facts are more likely to be accurate, and therefore should be known

to and considered by a court, jury, or arbitrators. (Section 4.4.4 discusses

deliberations and recommendations administered by the DRB)

4.4 Product of DRB Development

Typically and to be most effective, the DRB is organized before construction

begins.  A DRB consists of three members selected and approved by both the Contractor

and the Owner.  Prospective members, whose background or current affiliation and

activities (both professionally and personally) are questionable with respect to the project,

should be considered only after detailed scrutiny.  Both the Owner and Contractor must

have complete confidence in the impartiality of the DRB.  Primarily, DRB members are

selected for their knowledge and technical expertise in the type of project to be

constructed.  Each member is expected to exercise sound judgement when considering

engineering, construction, and contract administration matters.

The concept of DRBs has produced measures, which facilitate resolution of

disputes at the job site level.  This section reviews the general DRB specification, the role

of the DRB, and its organization and procedures.  Much of the information detailed here

is from the Construction Dispute Review Board Manual (DRB Manual).
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4.4.1 DRB Specification

The ASCE has prepared a guide specification for inclusion of a DRB on

engineering and construction projects.  The specification was written based on

extensive discussion and consideration by the founding fathers of the DRB and

individuals experienced in its use.  ÒThe guide [specification] provides tested and

reliable, simple, and straightforward procedures which are known to facilitate

smooth and responsive DRB functioningÓ (Matyas 1996).  In practice, it is

suggest that changes should not be made without a complete understanding of the

nuances of the entire DRB process.  On occasions, some ill-informed changes to

the suggested specifications have severely compromised the effectiveness of the

dispute resolution process.

4.4.2 Role of DRB

The role of the DRB is to provide an independent assessment on the merits

of disputes.  Unlike Arbitration or litigation, which involves a panel or judge with

limited construction experience and no first-hand experience, the Board is

organized soon after award of the contract, ordinarily before dispute arises.  And,

under practices, like Arbitration, conflicting descriptions and interpretations of

events are resolved long after they have occurred.  Lost over the passage of time,

the facts are often sketchy and misunderstood.  Contrary, the Board acts quickly

to resolve disputes, before the parties adopt rigid positions leading to adversary

relationships and litigation.  Typically, this may involve interpretations of the

contract documents, delays, acceleration, scheduling extra work, differing site

conditions, or design changes. Another Board function is to hear disputes in an

informal and communicative atmosphere and to provide recommendations for

timely resolution.  The Board provides an authoritative and knowledgeable

resolution of the disputes. (Section 4.4.4 details the deliberation and

recommendation procedures)
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In summary, the DRB has the following responsibilities:

1. Visit the site periodically.

2. Keep abreast of job activities and developments.

3. Encourage the resolution of disputes among the parties themselves.

4. When a dispute is referred to it, conduct a hearing, complete its deliberations,

and prepare a recommendation in a professional and timely manner (Matyas

1996).

The DRB Manual suggests the following steps for organizing a DRB:

1. Owner evaluates applicability of DRB.

2. Owner decides to use DRB.

3 .  Owner coordinates DRB provisions with standard contract language and

includes DRB specification and three-party agreement in bidding documents.

4. After contract award, each party nominates one DRB member.

5. Contractor and owner each approve otherÕs nominee.

6. Owner provides first two members with contract documents.

7. First two DRB members confer and select third member.

8. Both parties approve third member.

9. Owner provides third member with contract documents.
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10. Three-party agreement signed.

11. Organizational meeting held at site (Matyas 1996).

Another practice is to organize the Board in the beginning of the project,

but to put it on standby until needed e.g. no periodic progress meetings.  The

creators of the DRB process do not support this idea.  Putting the DRB on standby

forsakes most of the advantages of an ongoing DRB.  At the same time, while this

loses the early benefits of a contractually provided Board, it is certainly better

than losing the benefits altogether.  In summary, even though the DRB concept is

not implemented in the beginning, it can usually produce significant benefits at

almost any stage of the project (ASCE 1991).

4.4.3 DRB Procedures

The DRB concept can be divided into three principal components:

1 .  People---impartial, technically proficient, project knowledgeable, and

mutually selected.

2. Procedures---simple, straightforward, fair, and efficient, providing for prompt

consideration and resolution of disputes.

3. Results--- (a) encouragement of early dispute resolution (before referral to the

Board); (b) nonbinding recommendations framed to explain the BoardÕs logic

and to encourage acceptance by both parties (Matyas 1996).

This section addresses in more detail the Board membership and operation, the

procedures for referrals, hearings, deliberations and recommendations of disputes,

and finally, the cost of this ADR mechanism.
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4.4.3.1 Membership

The critical element in the DRB process is the selection of Board

members. It is important to be able to depend on all members Òto consider

objectively all sides of the issue and to serve both parties equally and

impartiallyÓ (ASCE 1991).  The most desirable Board members are

experienced in the type of construction involved in the project, in the

related engineering principles, in cost and scheduling considerations

relevant to the project, in interpretation of contract documents, and in

claims analysis.  Each Board member may not have all of these

qualifications, but all of these qualifications should be represented on the

Board.  Each member should have an understanding of both the OwnerÕs

and the ContractorÕs perspective of construction.  Also, it is helpful if at

least one Board member has served on a prior Board.

As stated earlier, the Owner and Contractor approve each otherÕs

nominees, as well as the third member selected by the two nominees.

ÒThere should be no hesitancy for either party to reject a nominee if they

have any doubt on qualifications or impartialityÓ (ASCE 1991).  Even so,

anytime during the project, if the Owner or Contractor loses confidence in

the impartiality of the BoardÕs judgment, to the extent that he/she feels

that the dispute resolution process has been or may be compromised, it

should be brought to the attention of the entire Board and a satisfactory

solution must be reached by the Owner and Contractor.  Doubt concerning

the impartiality or judgement of any member of the Board should never be

allowed to hinder or defeat the dispute resolution process.

It is advantageous to begin selection of Board members early.

Some agencies use the normal consultant selection process i.e. advertising

in trade journals.  Many owners get suggestions for members from their

design consultants.  Others have views from previous contacts with the

construction community.
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4.4.3.2 Operation

DRB meetings are held at the job site as often as necessary to stay

abreast of the operations of the project.  Frequency depends on the size

and complexity of the project.  For example, meetings are usually every

three or four months, but less often if there are no problems, no dispute-

prone operations in progress, and during the remainder of the contract.

In addition, Board members are provided with periodic progress

reports.  Progress reports are furnished to the Board members periodically,

i.e. weekly.  Commonly, the OwnerÕs standard weekly report is used.  This

operation is pertinent, because it enhances the BoardÕs understanding of

the project.

With an established Board to address disputes as they arise,

construction may continue with the ContractorÕs and OwnerÕs efforts

focused on the work, not on the claims.  Shutdowns and delays can be

avoided and costs kept under control.  For instance, expensive and time-

consuming preparations for litigation become unnecessary.  Moreover, the

contractor can continue the work, secure in the knowledge that he/she will

receive fair treatment by the Board.

To avoid any suggestion of partiality, there should be no individual

communication between Board members and employees of the Contractor

or Owner during the life of the Board.  Communication with the Owner or

Contractor, outside DRB meetings or hearings, should only be handled by

the designated Board chairman.
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4.4.3.3 Referral of a Dispute to the Board

In the spirit of prompt on-site resolution, disputes should be taken

to the Board as soon as either party recognizes that a negotiated settlement

is unlikely.  For example, when a dispute involves an issue which the

contract specifications may not clearly address, timely submission of the

issue to the Board may be the only way to keep the job moving.  At the

same time, Òit has been repeatedly found that the presence of the Board

encourages the participants to resolve their differences and thus avoid

disputes.  The DRB should encourage the parties to negotiate in good faith

and not simply refer all disputes to the BoardÓ (Matyas 196).

4.4.3.4 Hearing of Disputes

In keeping with the philosophy of the DRB process, resolution of

disputes should be done at the job level.  A hearing before a group of

knowledgeable people is generally recognized as a fair opportunity.  The

hearing operation is an informal, but orderly, questioning and discussion

between the contracting parties. During hearings, owner and contractor

representatives fully present their respective cases.  Each party is given

adequate and equal time to thoroughly cover all issues.

Each party may prepare a separate position paper, including

written arguments, for presentation to the Board for review prior to the

hearing.  The position papers are simultaneously provided to the Board

members and to the other party, in time for adequate review before the

hearing.  To minimize duplication of effort and to expedite review by the

Board, the Owner and Contractor are strongly encouraged to jointly

prepare a single compilation of relevant background documents and

exhibits to accompany the position papers for presentation to the Board.
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Sometimes, during this process, the parties, in discussing the issue, settle

and resolve the dispute themselves.

Also, all hearing participants and attendees should be identified to

all parties prior to the hearing.  It may be appropriate for outside technical

consultants to present expert opinion on technical aspects of the case, but

their participation should be limited.  Generally, attendance by legal

counsel is discouraged at the hearings.  The presence of attorneys can

inhibit free and open exchange and may introduce an adversarial mood,

which could severely handicap the resolution process (ASCE 1991).

For complex hearings, a court reporter has been used as a means of

assisting the Board in note taking.  It is believed that verbatim recording

tends to inhibit free and open discussion.  Therefore, a court reporter

should be used only when absolutely necessary and with the agreement of

the Board and both parties.  Video and audio recordings should not be

allowed.

4.4.3.5 Deliberation and Recommendation

After the hearing, the Board deliberates in private to formulate and

write its recommendation.  The recommendations are submitted to both

parties.  Typically, the recommendation includes a factual discussion and

technical analysis that fully explains the suggested settlement.  After

presentation of the written recommendations, the Owner or Contractor

may request clarification or further reasoning.  Keeping with the

restriction of communication, the Board, as a body, not individually

communicates whatever explanation is needed.  The recommendations for

settlement must be agreed to by both contracting parties.  Appendix I is a

sample format of a standard recommendation.
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The Board, if asked, can make recommendations on the merit of

disputes along with guidelines for settlement of quantum.  The owner and

contractor, using these guidelines, then negotiate the cost settlements

without assistance from the Board.  When requested, the DRB can

consider the quantum issues in the beginning of a hearing or later

following additional testimony.  Appendix I is a sample format of a

standard recommendation prepared by a DRB.

4.4.3.6 Cost

The DRB Manual reports that the direct costs of the DRB include

the fees and expenses of the Board members.  The DRB process requires

that the Owner and the Contractor share all DRB fees and expenses

equally.  In terms of procedures, in many cases, the Contractor pays the

DRB invoices and then charges the Owner for fifty percent of the cost.  In

other cases, each DRB member separately invoices each party equally.

The time spent by employees of the contracting parties in

preparing for and participating in DRB meetings is not a significant

burden when compared with the time both parties devote to internal claims

negotiations and other conflicting matters.  The DRB informs that CII

Òcharacterizes the expense of [the] regular site visits as prevention costs,

yielding the benefit of prevention as a result of the BoardÕs presence.

Although the value of the benefit cannot be quantified, Owners and

Contractors who have used the DRB process generally agree that the value

far exceeds the costÓ (Matyas 1996).

ÒTotal cost over the life of the contract has ranged from 0.04 to

0.51 percent of the total contract costÉThe cost more than offset by the

contractorÕs lower bid prices, which do not need to include contingencies

to cover less effective dispute resolution proceduresÓ (ASCE 1991).  In
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conclusion, the cost of special meetings to hear disputes and the cost of

preparing recommendations are very small compared to litigation.

4.5 Process of DRB Implementation

Typically and often, on the suggestion of the designer, the owner decides to

provide for a DRB on a project and usually incorporates the required provisions in the

bidding documents.  The provisions for implementing the DRB are also included in the

contract documents.  As mentioned, the Board is organized shortly after the contract is

awarded.  Also, the DRB is active throughout the construction period with or without

hearing disputes.  This section looks at the events and organizations, depicted in the DRB

Manual, that pioneered the implementation of the DRB.

4.5.1 Boundary Dam, State of Washington

In the mid-1960Õs, Seattle City Light was constructing the Boundary Dam

and Underground Powerhouse complex, located about 100 miles north of

Spokane, Washington, near the Canadian Border.  The Contractor on the project

was behind schedule and in an unstable financial situation.  The parties were

unsuccessful in settling large claims and the Contractor was threatening to restrain

the work.  Seattle City Light, recently coming out of a major legal battle on

another project, Òsuggested that each party [on the Boundary Dam project]

appoint two people to a four-person Òjoint consulting boardÓ, which would make

recommendations regarding conflicts on the job site and contractorÕs claimsÓ

(Matyas 1996).  The recommendations of this newly formed board of experienced

construction professionals was declared to be nonbinding and could be accepted

or denied by either contracting party.  In the end, Òseveral administrative

procedures on the job were streamlined, relations between the contractor and the

owner were improved, and several claims were settled.  After the job was
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completed, all remaining claims were resolved without litigationÓ (Matyas 1996).

This was the start of the DRB concept.

4.5.2 Better Contracting for Underground Construction

As mentioned in Section 4.3.1 on the history of the DRB, Matthews was

Chairman of the US National Committee on Tunneling Technology, Standing

Subcommittee No. 4, Contracting Practices (USNC/TT).  USNC/TT was

organized in 1972.  Similar to the Latham Report in the UK, their purpose was to

study contracting practices throughout the world.  USNC/TT acknowledged that

Òcontracting practices in the United States were inadequate for current conditions

and constituted a serious barrier to the application of new technology and to the

containment of rapidly escalating construction costs and contract disputesÓ

(Matyas 1996).  Therefore, like the Latham Report, the objective of their study

was to develop recommendations for improved contracting methods in the United

States.

After a comprehensive review of contracting practices throughout the

world, USNC/TT identified deficiencies in US construction practices and

developed a set of conclusions and recommendations i.e. the DRB process.  The

results of the committeeÕs work were detailed in Better Contracting for

Underground Construction, which was published in 1974 by the US National

Academy of Sciences.  Over the years, this publication was well received and

increasing numbers of consulting engineers and owners adopted its

recommendations in their construction practices.  ÒThere is no question that this

report exposed many of the problems facing the construction industry and

increased awareness of the high cost of claims, disputes, and litigation to the

industry and the publicÓ (Matyas 196).  Shortly after the publication of the report,

the DRB concept appeared in the US practices.
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4.5.3 ASCEÕs Technical Committee on Contracting Practices of the
Underground Technology Research Council (UTRC)

The leading organization advocating the DRB concept is the UTRC.  They

promote the use of the DRBs on various projects and monitors the results

achieved.  Furthermore, the UTRC seeks ways to implement the concept across a

broad range of construction projects.

As cited in previous sections, the UTRC, sponsored by ASCE, published

the first reference and userÕs guide on DRBs in 1989 entitled Avoiding and

Resolving Disputes in Underground Construction.  In keeping with its function

and purpose to improve and expand the use of DRBs, UTRC updated the

publication and renamed it Avoiding and Resolving Disputes during Construction.

These publications are important to the process of implementing the DRB.

UTRC, under the auspices of ASCE, recommend DRBs on all projects.  For better

understanding and acceptance in the construction environment, these publications

describe DRBs in detail and Òpresent(s) a method for developing cooperative,

problem-solving attitudes on projects through a basic risk sharing philosophy

between the owner and contractor.  [Also], Special [DRB] contracting provisions

and practices that have been, and are being, used successfully on over 100

projects (over $6 billion of construction) to avoid or resolve disputes without

resort to litigation are explainedÓ (ASCE 1991).

4.5.4 Other Support and Implementation Strategies

In 1996, following publication of the Construction Dispute Review Board

Manual (reviewed in Section 5.3.2), the Dispute Review Board Foundation (DRB

Foundation) was founded in Seattle, Washington.  The DRB Foundation is a

nonprofit corporation Òdedicated to fostering the use of DRBs around the world

and educating construction industry personnel on how to use themÓ (ÒReview

Boards Multiply as Means of Resolving Construction Disputes.Ó 1998).  To
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accomplish this purpose, in February 1998, the DRB Foundation began

conducting one-day workshops on DRBs around the country.  The workshops are

intensive programs designed to provide basic skills to those interested in using or

serving on DRBs.  The workshops consist of presentations of Òcase studies, a

lecture, demonstrations, exercises, an exchange of experiences, and suggestions

for changes to improve the process.  Among the topics being covered: the proper

role of the DRB Ð and its members Ð in the construction process; selection and

compensation of members; ethics and conflicts of interest; guidelines for board

administration and membership; and operation of the DRB boardÓ (ÒReview

Boards Multiply as Means of Resolving Construction Disputes.Ó 1998).  Also, to

support its efforts, the DRB Foundation publishes a quarterly newsletter, entitled

Dispute Review Board Foundation Forum.  The newsletter reports information on

the use of DRBs in the construction industry, as well as articles on DRB practice

and issues affecting those who use or serve on DRBs.  Since 1996, the DRB

Foundation has grown to include more than 300 members from the US and 18

other countries.

A unique strategy of supporting and implementing the DRB concept is to

provide construction participants with the opportunity to observe the process in

action on an active project.  The theory behind this strategy is that Owners who

are not familiar with DRBs may not be convinced of their usefulness by the

anecdotal testimonies or recorded results.  Therefore, it is suggested that Owners

sit in on a DRB meeting to get a better understanding and insight for the

technique and atmosphere of the innovative process.  This suggestion has been

successful.  For example, ÒSitting in on a Seattle Bus Tunnel DRB meeting

convinced the Alaska Power Authority to use a DRB on the Bradley Lake Power

Tunnel and Dam contractÓ (ASCE 1991).  To experience a DRB in practice,

interested parties are encouraged to contact one of the past Committee members

for assistance in locating a DRB meeting to attend.
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4.6 Status of DRB Implementation

DRBs were first employed on underground projects.  Now, DRBs are being used

on the construction of other types of projects, such as:

¥ public auditorium

¥ basketball arena

¥ paper mill

¥ grading and drainage

¥ subway stations

¥ highways and freeway interchanges

¥ bridges and

¥ dams (ASCE 1991).

UTRC reports that over one-half of tunnel projects bid in the US in 1990 had

DRBs.  To date, the DRB concept has had a dramatic success rate in US construction

practices.  In 1991, the total value of completed, on going, and planned projects with

DRBs exceed $ 6 billion.  DRBs were on 21 completed projects and 63 recommendations

for settlements had been made and accepted, with no litigation.  Many of these were

major disputes and, without the DRB process, probably would have resulted in litigation

(ASCE 1991).

Equally impressive is the indication that on many of these projects, the presence

of the DRB was instrumental in avoiding disputes.  Experience denotes that just the

existence of the DRB effects the reduction of disputes; but, when they do arise, the DRB

is able to recommend settlement quickly, before adversarial attitudes toughen and grow.

Lastly, the cost of implementing a DRB is insignificant when compared with the cost of

the litigation.
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In a response to confront the inordinate number and high cost of claims in

construction, the following Owners have used DRBs on contracts for subsurface

construction and for other large or complex construction projects:

¥ Alaska Power Authority

¥ Baltimore Metropolitan Transit Authority

¥ California Department of Transportation

¥ City of Anchorage

¥ City of Colorado Springs

¥ City and County of Honolulu

¥ City of Kansas City

¥ City of Rochester (New York)

¥ Colorado Department of Highways

¥ Hawaii Department of Transportation

¥ Massachusetts Water Resources Authority

¥ Monroe County Pure Waters District (Rochester, New York)

¥ Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle

¥ Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission

¥ U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

¥ Washington State Department of Transportation (ASCE 1991).

4.6.1 OwnerÕs Perspective

From the OwnerÕs perspective, pay back of the implementation of a DRB

process is substantial and occurs many times through the life of the project.  It is

believed that the Board provides constant insulation from unfair treatment for

both the Owner and the Contractor.  ÒThe DRB process relieves the OwnerÕs

representative of the duty to act as Òappeals judgeÓ as well as OwnerÕs advocateÓ

(Matyas 1996).  Consequently, a much less adverse climate is created for

negotiating claims before they escalate.  Equally important, ÒFrom the beginning

of the project, the contractor sees that the owner is committed to resolving

problems before they become legal battles with no winner in the end (ASCE
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1991).  In OwnersÕ experiences, this sentiment is reflected in the lower bid prices

where there is an absence of contingent cost for future litigation.

4.6.2 ContractorÕs Perspective

Due to the implementation of a DRB on a project, Contractors state their

bid prices are significantly reduced, because DRB provisions were included in the

contract documents.  To the Contractors, providing a DRB indicates the OwnersÕ

desire to be fair in solving problems and to pay valid claims promptly during the

course of the work, rather than by litigation long after construction is complete

(Matyas 1996).  Thus, to the benefit of the Contractor, prompt settlement of

disputes significantly enhances cash flow.  In short, ÒContractors have taken a

positive attitude toward DRBsÓ (ASCE 1991).

4.6.3 DRB memberÕs Perspective

The DRB functions as a whole and must always appear an objective,

impartial, and independent body.  In upholding the tenet of the DRB, it is

emphasized and understood that the Board members are not the Òrepresentative of

Ò or Òadvocate forÓ either party, even the one that nominated them (Matyas 1996).

In doing so, ÒThe Board must never give consulting advice for the solution of

problems on the jobÓ (ASCE 1991).  The agreement establishing the Board

specifically prohibits the Board or individual members from providing such

advice to either party.  Providing advice that later becomes involved in a dispute

would destroy the usefulness of the Board.
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4.6.4 AttorneyÕs Perspective

With a DRB on a project, Attorneys are still involved in the construction

process.  However, their time and effort is now directed towards dispute

resolution, rather than litigation.  Attorneys often hear from clients that litigation

is too costly and decisions take too long.  The DRB process cost immensely less

than a lawsuit and less time to achieve a resolution.  In the event the dispute is not

resolved, Attorneys are better prepared to litigate the case sooner and with less

cost with contributions of the records from the DRB hearings and

recommendations.  Each party has a clearer understanding of the facts and issues

and is able to agree on many of the facts, reduce discovery costs, and proceed

with less animosity.

4.7 Conclusion

As result of the construction industryÕsÕ commitment and efforts through the

inspiration of professionals, like Mathews, and publications and studies by the ASCE,

UTRC, and USNC/TT, the number of projects incorporating the DRB contract provisions

is ever increasing.  Formation of a three-member DRB at the beginning of construction

assists in avoidance of disputes and, if necessary, provides timely and equitable

recommendations for nonbinding resolution.  The DRB utilizes experienced and trusted

construction professionals with appropriate technical backgrounds to address prevention

and resolution of disputes.  As a result of the improved communication, cooperation, and

information gathering inspired by the DRB provisions, problems and conflicts are dealt

with and resolved more quickly, if not completely avoided.  ÒAll owners that have used

DRBs endorse the use of this method of dispute resolutionÓ (ASCE 1991).  Hence, the

continued success of projects employing the DRB process will promote greater

acceptance and use throughout the US construction industry.
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Chapter 5.  Impact of the Dispute Review Board

 This chapter looks at research and survey information gathered to assess
the impact of the Dispute Review Board (DRB) on engineering and
construction practices.  It provides a summary on the effect of
implementation of the DRB process on contract administration practices.

5.1 Introduction

The DRB concept is a recently established method of alternative dispute

resolution (ADR) to the US engineering and construction industry.  This section presents

the results, related findings and publications of research to date on whether the DRB

process has fulfilled the needs of the US industry and satisfied the objectives to

successfully negotiate early ends to disputes and reduce escalating, time-consuming, and

expensive resolution options (e.g., arbitration and litigation).

The first study that is presented was directed by construction consultant, P. E.

(Joe) Sperry.  From SperryÕs work, the outcome is the most comprehensive summary of

DRB projects and their status on record from 1994 Ð 1996.  In this report, this study will

be referred to as the Sperry Data or the Sperry Report.

In addition, the publication results of two other investigations are presented.  The

publications produced by the Construction Industry Institute (CII) and ASCE are:

¥ Dispute Prevention and Resolution, and

¥ Construction Dispute Review Board Manual.

5.2 Sperry Data

To date, Joe Sperry (Additional information on Sperry is provided in Section

5.3.2) gathered the most comprehensive summary of the status and quantitative impact

DRB projects have had in the US construction industry.  The information presented here
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is from the results of his investigation, published in Construction Dispute Review Board

Manual (discussed in Section 5.3), of DRB activities from 1994 Ð 1996:

Projects

¥ 68 completed projects
¥ 98 ongoing projects
¥ 162 planned projects

ÒIn 1993, it was expected that DRBs would be used on 60 percent of the
tunnel and underground projects bid in the United States, representing
over 70 percent of the dollar value.Ó

Value

¥ $3 billion worth of construction on completed projects
¥ $22 billion worth of construction on completed, on going, and planned

projects combined

DRB recommendations

¥  Of the 68 completed projects, 120 recommendations for settlements
were made and accepted by the parties

¥ Of the 98 ongoing projects, 88 disputes settled

ÒMany of these were major disputes that, without the DRB process, would
have resulted in litigation.  Equally impressive is the belief, on most of
these projects, that the mere presence of the DRB was instrumental in
avoiding additional disputes.Ó

Litigation
¥ Zero litigation

ÒNo disputes submitted to a DRB have been litigated.Ó

Because of the industryÕs affliction of adversity and expensive and cumbersome

claims, many Owners are implementing the DRB process in their contracting practices as

demonstrated in Section 4.6 on the status of DRB implementation.  The Sperry Report

has verified that the DRB concept has made a significant impact in managing disputes in

the construction industry.  ÒThe DRB process has proved itself beyond all expectationsÓ

(Matyas 1996).  Appendix J is the tabulation of the Sperry Data on DRBs.
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5.3 Other Published Work

The Technical Committee on Contracting Practices of the Underground

Technology Research Council (UTRC) of the American Society of Civil Engineers

(ASCE) are the leaders in monitoring and studying the effectiveness of the DRB process.

Research has shown that the DRB concept has made a significant impact on US

construction practices.  CIIÕs research on the existing ADR techniques, emphasizing the

DRB concept, is presented here.  And, ASCEÕs effort to contribute to literature on

construction practices, highlighting the DRB process, is described here.

5.3.1 Dispute Prevention and Resolution

In 1990, the Dispute Prevention and Resolution Task Force of CII

launched a research project to investigate ADR concepts in construction.  The

report of the research effort and its findings were made public in July 1993.  The

result is an extensive structured study of the DRB process in practice.  The effort

was headed by Dr. Michael C. Vorster, Professor of Civil Engineering at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg, Virginia.  The project

reviewed the full spectrum of ADR techniques, but place emphasis on DRBs

Òbecause of their documented success in resolving disputes at the project levelÓ

(Vorster 1993).

5.3.1.1 Objectives

These specific research objectives were identified:

1. Understand the nature of disputes.

2. Identify the steps needed to prevent and resolve disputes.

3. Study the growing field of ADR techniques in construction.

4. Study the DRB process.
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5 .  Determine whether DRBs are appropriate for the private,

commercial, and industrial sectors of the industry.

5.3.1.2 Conclusions

The research led to the following main conclusions regarding the

understanding of disputes in the construction industry:

¥  DRBs are successfully working on construction projects.  DRBs

emphasize the early and continuing involvement of a neutral third-

party expert to facilitate the timely job-level resolution of disputes.

¥  It is very critical to timely and successful resolution that the project

manager and others directly involved in a particular dispute play an

important role in resolving the dispute.

¥ Implementing a comprehensive and systematic approach to prevention

and resolution is the Owners responsibility.  Operating and upholding

the procedures are the duties of the Owner and Contractor.

The research led to the following conclusions regarding ADR

techniques used in the construction industry:

¥  Pre-construction Techniques Ð ÒMuch can be done during the pre-

construction engineering and documentation stage to minimize disputes

and to develop guidelines for managing any that do occur.Ó

¥  Dispute Resolution Techniques Ð Since disputes arise between project

personnel in the field, the project personnel is essential to and responsible

for resolution.  On some occasions, it may be necessary for a neutral party
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intervention to resolve disputes when the project personnel can not come

to an agreement.

¥  Conflict Resolution Techniques Ð The aim is to Òreach a negotiated

settlement or final resolution in the event that disputes cannot be resolved

on-site using existing proceduresÉAll [existing conflict resolution

techniques] share one characteristic: the neutral or group of neutrals

involved are appointed on an issue-by-issue basis.  They have no

involvement with project other than that required for the resolution of the

defined conflict and are appointed and briefed accordinglyÓ (Vorster

1993).  In conclusion, to be effective, ADR techniques need to be used

systematically throughout the life of a project to avert conflict and

litigation.

The research led to the following conclusions from its

investigation of the DRB process in the construction practice:

¥  From the results of studying the DRB process, Vorster and the Task

Force developed a checklist for assessing compliance of DRB

procedures with the classic DRB methodology in which UTRC

intended.  Compliance with the list increases the effectiveness

(corresponding to the DRB procedures described in Section 4.4.3) and

success rate of the process.  The checklist is outlined in Appendix J.

¥ In studying the DRB process, investigations indicate that on occasions,

owners have made changes to the classic DRB provisions suggested by

UTRC.  This practice is discouraged.  Experience has shown that when

altered, the process is less effective and invites failures.  Vorster writes

ÒChanges, and especially those which show a lack of trust in the

process [as is], can affect what is essentially a simple and trusting

method for dispute resolutionÓ (Vorster 1993).
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In regards to the adaptability of DRBs in various construction

sectors, the research led to the following conclusions:

DRBs have played a major role in preventing and resolving

disputes in the construction industry (Vorster 1993).  Research shows that

they can be successfully used in the private commercial and industrial

sector for the purposes in which they are intended as described in Chapter

4 on the development and implementation of the DRB.  Based on the CII

research results and the other conclusions stated above, practical

guidelines were developed for implementing a DRB on a given project

and for administering the process in an effective manner.  As it is beyond

the scope of this thesis, a full discussion of these guidelines is provided in

Chapter 7 of Dispute Prevention and Resolution titled ÒDRB

Implementation GuidelinesÓ.

5.3.2 Construction Dispute Review Board Manual

It is believed that the construction industry contributes the greatest

percentage of one industry to the gross national product of the US.  Hence, the

editor of the DRB Manual states that Òthe construction industry needs and

deserves a literature of its own, beyond reworked civil engineering texts and trade

publication articlesÓ (Matyas 1996).  Therefore, the DRB Manual is a part of a

series of construction books, published by McGraw-Hill, on a variety of topics.

The series of construction books was written Òby constructors for constructorsÓ.
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5.3.2.1 Authors

The authors of Construction Dispute Review Board Manual (DRB

Manual), published in 1996, are members of the ASCE Task Committee

on Dispute Review Boards.  They are:

¥ Robert M. Matyas

¥ Al A. Mathews

¥ Robert J. Smith

¥ P. E. (Joe) Sperry.

Matyas is a construction management consultant and retired vice president

for facilities and business operations at Cornell University.  He is also a

past chairman of the Task Committee on Dispute Review Boards of the

ASCE.  Mathews is a construction engineering consultant specializing in

feasibility, design, construction, and contractual problems on dams,

tunnels, and other large civil engineering projects.  Smith is a practicing

attorney and a principal of Construction Strategies, Inc., a subsidiary of

Wickwire Gavin, P.C., providing dispute avoidance, dispute resolution,

and contract review services.  Sperry is a construction consultant with

more than 30 years of experience in tunnel construction.  He is a member

and former chairman of the Underground Technology Research Council of

the ASCE (Matyas 1996).

5.3.2.2 Contributions

The authors prepared the DRB Manual with contributions from

many sources from various sectors of the industry.  Persons who had

served on DRBs supplied papers on their experience, observations, and

informed opinions of the process.  ÒThey represent service on more than

100 dispute review boards.  Additional review comments and suggestions
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were received from owners, designers, contractors, and attorneys involved

with over 120 owner and design professional organizations, contractors,

and contracting agencies both in the US and abroadÓ (Matyas 1996).  In

addition to the manual, these contributions were instrumental in the

preparation of DRB specifications and the three-party agreements.

5.3.2.3 Purpose

As described in the history of the DRB in Section 4.3.1, the DRB

concept was introduced to the construction industry for use in 1991.  Since

then, the use of DRBs as a means of dispute prevention and resolution has

grown across the US in various industry applications.  Important factors,

like the growing use and the impressive outcome of the DRB process, led

the industry to believe that a broadened and modernized guide would be

beneficial.

5.3.2.4 Scope

The DRB Manual is intended primarily as a reference and a userÕs

guide for all construction professionals.  It is directed toward Owners,

Construction Managers, Architects, Engineers, Contractors, Attorneys,

and others who are presently or intend to employ the process.  The DRB

Manual describes how the DRB helps settle disputes during the

construction phase of a project.  It provides a guide specification for

including a DRB in the construction contract.  Also, it gives the steps of

how to implement and operate a Board during the construction phase.  It

explains the benefits, points out the pitfalls and describes the procedures

necessary to employ the DRB process.  Further, case studies, guide

documents for implementation, and a tabulation of projects utilizing the

DRB system are provided.
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ÒWhether youÕre an owner, contractor, construction manager,

attorney, or construction lender, this time- and money-saving sourcebook

offers you the most complete guidance now available on the successful

establishment and practice of a Dispute Review Board during

constructionÓ (Matyas 1996).

5.4 Conclusion

CIIÕs research results, Dispute Prevention and Resolution, is the most

comprehensive examination of the DRB concept published to date.  After examining the

volume of work which has been done in the industry on efforts to reduce conflicts and

litigation, Vorster and the Dispute Prevention and Resolution Task Force of CII

concluded, ÒDRBs can be successfully implemented in the private commercial sector of

the industryÓ (Vorster 1993).

ÒConsidering the successful record of the DRB process, it can be safely predicted

that this concept will continue to grow in popularity both in the US and internationallyÓ

(Matyas 1996).  Due to the increasing interest and success, a how-to book was needed to

assure the DRB concept is effectively implemented.  Hence, the DRB Manual, endorsed

by ASCE, is a book on how to use DRBs effectively to solve construction disputes on the

job, avoid claims, and thereby reduce project costs.

In conclusion, in the US, leaders in the engineering and construction industry

have responded to the need for cost-effective alternatives to litigation and arbitration by

studying and implementing various ADR procedures.  In the US, the growing level of

interest and success of the DRB process has caused an increase in its use in construction

contracting.  Most notably, the impact of DRBs is seen as more of a claims prevention

technique, than just another contractual procedure.  Therefore, many US engineering and

construction participants and constituents are endorsing the DRB concept as a viable

ADR mechanism to integrate with existing contracting practices and procedures.
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Chapter 6.  Comparison of the New Engineering Contract and
the Dispute Review Board in Construction Practice

 Considering the information provided in the previous chapters, this chapter
offers a comparison of the New Engineering Contract system with the Dispute
Review Board process.  It examines the similarities and differences between
the two approaches, the DRB and the NEC, taken to address the construction
industryÕs problems with adversarial relations, claims, and litigation.

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in the introduction of Chapter 1 of this thesis, both the US and UK

engineering and construction industries are plagued by environments of similar adversity,

non-cooperation, increasing claims, and rising litigious activities.  Yet, construction industry

leaders of the US and the UK have taken different approaches to addressing the affliction.

Both the NEC and the DRB have been hailed by its founders and supporters as the cure for

the disease afflicting the construction industry.  In the UK, the construction industry

proclaims that the NEC directly addresses the problems of the industry, rather than the

symptoms.  In the US, the DRB is endorsed by industry participants as a process

complementary to existing contracts that addresses the predicaments of the industry.  This

section analyzes the similarities and differences of the effectiveness and impact between the

NEC and the DRB concepts in construction practices.

6.2 Processes for NEC and DRB Development

Sections 2.3 and 4.3 encompass the process of development for the NEC and the

DRB by looking at the history and the philosophy behind their creation.  The NEC system

and the DRB process comparatively have equal similarities and differences in the process in

which they were developed.
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6.2.1 Similarities

•  Construction industry environment --- The UK and US construction

industries have a comparable working environment of adversity, high

number of disputes and claims, and rising litigation.  Due to this climate,

the stakeholders and constituents of construction enterprises suffer many

setbacks in efficiency, costs, and profits of projects.

•  Motivations --- The UK and the US construction participants are frustrated

with the almost inherent adversity in the industry.  This frustration

manifests itself into the motivation to change and improve the status quo.

For many construction personnel, change is long over due.  As projects

become larger and more complex, the traditional way in which the

industry has conducted its business will not suffice in the future.

6.2.2 Differences

•  Philosophy --- Despite the similarities in the climates of the construction

industries, the construction industry leaders in the US and the UK have

taken different courses to address and improve its practices.  As discussed

in Section 4.3.2, industry leaders in the US have taken the philosophy that

improving ADR mechanisms is the key to improved construction

relationships and practices.  The DRB concept is an ADR method, which

complements the existing contractual practices.  It adds improvements to

the procedures in which business is already conducted.  On the other hand,

the development of the NEC takes the philosophy that the contract is the

root cause of the afflictions of the industry.  As reported by Richard Bliss

(present Chairman of the NEC UsersÕ Group), common sentiments in the

UK construction industry are typically as follows:

[C]onstruction contracts were lengthy and complex with clauses to
cover every possible outcome.  That led to both sides [of the
contracting parties] seizing on a legal loophole to guarantee a financial
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advantage.  The vast number of contracts that emerged over the years
created more confusion and strained relationships (Bliss and
Thompson, Fall 1997).

•  Objectives / Role --- Because of the differences in philosophy, the

objectives and roles of these two commendable approaches to the

industryÕs plights are slightly different.  The primary objectives and role of

the NEC are:

♦  To promote and motivate parties to work cooperatively,

encouraging amicable business relations, and a reduction and

timely resolution of disputes.

♦  To stimulate good and efficient project management, leading to the

successful completion of a project.

♦  To provide Òrules of the gameÓ that are flexible, clear, and logical,

ensuring that cooperative and good project management is

attainable.

The primary objectives and role of the DRB are:

♦  To facilitate and encourage positive relations, open

communication, and cooperation when contentious issues arise

among the parties during a project.

♦  To provide timely, independent assessments on the merits of

disputes.

♦  To reduce the delay and cost impact of disputes on projects by

avoiding litigation.
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6.3 Products of NEC and DRB Development

The similarities and differences of the end products discussed in Sections 2.4 and 4.4

that are attributable to the development of the NEC and DRB are covered here.

6.3.1 Similarities

•  New contract specifications --- The NEC and the DRB are not simply

matters of verbal intent.  As illustrated in Sections 2.4.1 and 4.4.1, the

result of the invention of the NEC system and the DRB process required

new contract specifications.  First, the NEC is a complete authoring of

new general conditions of contracts.  Likewise, to implement as special

provisions to current general contract conditions, the DRB process

required writing of additional specifications.  For both the NEC and the

DRB, engineering and construction stakeholders and constituents, utilizing

years of experience and a diversity of backgrounds, accomplished the task

of writing the new contract specifications.  In summary, the authors, who

were needed to write the resultant specifications of the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of

contracts and the DRB guidelines, represented experience, observations,

and opinions from Owners, Designers, Contractors, and others that work

in the construction field.

•  Flexibility / Adaptability --- Both the NEC system and the DRB process

are flexible to be adapted to all sorts of projects within various sectors of

the engineering and construction industry.  For instance, the widespread

uses of the NEC are evident, as shown in the examples provided in Section

2.6.  The full integration of the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of documents and its

flexibility are strong advantages towards the success of the system.  These

advantages allow it to be applied on a wide range of projects and under a

variety of procurement practices.  As well, vast uses of the DRB are seen

in Appendix I.  Because of its flexibility, the use of a DRB should be
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considered regardless of the size of the contract or the experience of the

Owner and/or Contractor.

6.3.2 Differences

•  Completely new contract ÒversusÓ special provisions to a contract --- As

has been mentioned, the NEC is an attempt to revolutionize the industry

by suggesting that an entirely new general conditions of contract is in

order.  The NEC is an integration of contractual procedures as illustrated

in Section 2.4.1 on the publication materials acquired from NEC

development.  Whereas, the DRB process attempts to reform construction

practices by initiating special conditions, as cited in Section 4.4.1 on DRB

specifications, to complement present-use contracts.  Adding the Board to

a project does not replace any part of the existing claims administration

process.  Standard contract documents should be reviewed and amended to

provide this additional step without conflicting with succeeding measures.

From a review of Appendix I, the DRB has been mainly implemented in

the US by government entities.  Most likely, the reason for this is because

the DRB is a supplement to their individual standard contract; so, any

change for the sake of improvements can not be too drastic as to effect

their familiar and traditional contract.

•  Organization --- In regards to the NEC and DRB objectives of timely, on-

site, amicable resolutions, the organization of the respective procedures

are different.  On one hand, as described in the section on the

AdjudicatorÕs role in Section 2.4.5, the NEC has a mandatory adjudication

process requiring the use of a one-person Adjudicator.  On the other hand,

the DRB adjudication process functions with a three-person adjudication,

as indicated in the brief on the US construction conditions in Section 4.2.
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6.4 NEC and DRB Implementation

In regards to implementation, the NEC and DRB strategies are comparatively more

similar, than different.

6.4.1 Similarities

•  Pioneers --- Both the NEC and the DRB were the ÒbrainstormsÓ of

prominent individuals with many years of experience in the engineering

and construction field.  In the UK, BarnesÕ ideas and innovation led to the

manifestation of the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of contracts.  While in the US,

Mathews led the industry to his unique idea of the DRB process.

•  Endorsements --- The implementation of the NEC and the DRB was

endorsed by the primary engineering organizations involved in the

construction process.  The NEC and the DRB were both generously

endorsed by the ICE and the ASCE, respectively.

•  Industry Support --- The growth of the NEC and the DRB are supported

by various engineering and construction participants.  As stated to in

Section 6.3.1, the NEC and the DRB procedures were not written in a

vacuum.  For example, the NEC ÒfamilyÓ of contract procedures was

written by respected and knowledgeable personnel in the business.

Similar to the NEC, the DRB is an innovation of a leading professional in

the construction industry and, through initiation and support of industry

participants, has found widespread use on various projects.  In summary,

the source of the support given to both the DRB and NEC is from the

industry participants themselves, stakeholders and constituents alike.
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6.4.2 Differences

•  Initiation of use --- The NEC was introduced in practice on low risks and

low value jobs.  The UK industry leaders expected the unique method of

contracting to prove itself effective in improving the construction practice

and achieving its objectives.  This implementation began with small

projects expanding use to larger projects over time before the industry

embraced the idea.  Conversely, the DRB received its orientation on a

major project as stated in Section 4.5.1.  The Boundary Dam and

Underground Powerhouse project in the state of Washington was a big

project for the new process.  Because of its impressive initial success on

such a high profile project, many industry participants were willing to try

the new ADR method on their projects.

6.5 Impacts of NEC and DRB

As proclaimed in Chapter 3 on the impact of the NEC and Chapter 5 on the impact of

the DRB, both the NEC and the DRB have had substantial and unique impacts on

engineering and construction practices.  This segment looks at the similarities and differences

of the impacts in the following areas:

•  Improved Practices

•  Structural Changes

•  Secondary Changes.

6.5.1 Improved Practices

6.5.1.1 Similarities

•  Attitudes --- Even though it is difficult for new and innovative

changes to penetrate the industry, the acceptance of the DRB and

the NEC as viable measures to manage disputes are positive.  In
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the US and UK, some lawyers have also welcomed the reforms,

which the DRB and the NEC offers and recognizes them as

forward steps.  Notably, having a DRB on a project or using a

NEC contract Òcreates a dynamic situation in which the

participants in the project unconsciously change their relationship

and their attitudes toward each other [and the project]Ó (Groton

1996).

•  Communication --- The NEC system and the DRB process, by

their very nature, help improve ÒpeopleÓ relationships by fostering

communication and trust.  Because of the provisions involved in

the NEC and the DRB as described in Chapter 2 on the

development and implementation of the NEC and Chapter 4 on the

development and implementation of the DRB, the improved

communication in the construction process greatly contributes to

successful early and job-site resolution of disputes.

•  Stimulus to good project management --- Both the NEC and DRB

encourages communication.  Therefore, for the sake of good

project management, parties identify problems early and deal with

them promptly.  As stated in the Quigley findings of Section 3.4,

the NEC is considered a ÒbetterÓ contract.  It avoids the failings of

the other contracts and provides a moderate to significant

improvement, in teamwork and collaboration.  Likewise, the DRB

procedures provide a stimulus to improve teamwork and

collaboration.  The parties using either the NEC or the DRB are

encouraged to deal with one another straightforwardly, reducing

gamesmanship and posturing.
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•  Preventative costs --- The start-up cost of a project may increase

for the Employer who implements the NEC.  As disclosed in

BroomeÕs research, it may be due to the increased expectations on

the Employer for design and tender documents, but the

construction costs should be reduced, save bid document

preparation time for the Contractor, and save bidding evaluation

time for the Employer.  Similarly, the DRB has preventative

aspects.  The Boards are required to meet regularly from the start

to the end of a project, regardless of whether disputes are presented

to them.  The ÒomnipresenceÓ of the Board encourages the

disputants to work together and resolve their issues without the

assistance of the Board.  These attributes Òeffectively eliminates

unnecessary delaying tactics...[and] ensures that issues raised [to

the Board] have merit and eliminates speculative venturesÓ

(Vorster 1992).  Thus, preventing unnecessary delays and

subsequent costs.

•  Reduction in litigation --- The procedures for the NEC and the

DRB are designed to assuage disputes and reducing litigation.

Both have standard, time tested procedures that if changed makes

the system fail. From the investigations for this research, it has

been shown that if used properly, the NEC and the DRB are

successful in achieving those objectives.

6.5.1.2 Differences

•  Increased expectation on the Owner (Client) --- On a construction

project, the NEC forces both contractual parties, but especially the

Owner, to clarify their needs.  Unlike present used standard

contracts, there is a greater demand on the Owner to know what

he/she wants, thereby, defining clear risk allocation and precise
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bidding documents.  These expectations force the Owner to do

more thorough preparation of specifications and bidding

documents.  As mentioned in Section 6.5.1.1 on preventative cost,

this emphasizes the greatest single opportunity for cost saving

from up-front, early planning and fewer problems after contract

award.  In addition, there is better accountability for design

specifications as well.  If a project were audited, the NEC

provisions would easily identify the neglected specifications or

design.

6.5.2 Structural Changes

•  The greatest impact and distinctive aspect of the NEC are the structural

changes.  There are no structural changes in the DRB.  Therefore, there are

no similarities in this area.

•  The structural changes introduced in Chapter 3 which discussed the impact

of the NEC are in the areas of roles and staffing, early warning

procedures, compensation events procedures, accepted programme

procedures, and time period procedures.  The contemporaneous, Òreal

timeÓ features of the NEC procedures distinguish it from other contract

documents and ADR techniques.  The structural changes enhance the

accuracy of any fact-findings and get them on the table without delay.  In

addition, strong program management provisions, pre-pricing of changes,

and payment systems based on milestones rather than interim measured

valuations are prominent structural changes that differ it from other

contract provisions.
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6.5.3 Secondary Changes

6.5.3.1 Similarities

•  Clarity and logic --- The procedures for the DRB and the NEC are

clear and logical.  DRBs are Òfairly easy to understand and

relatively simple to implementÓ (Groton 1996).  One of the NECÕs

primary objectives is to be clear and logical as discussed in Section

3.2.6 on clarity and logic.

•  Adjudication --- The DRB and NEC adjudication processes are

similar in the following ways:

♦  The standing neutral(s) should be familiar with the forms of

construction inherent in the contract to which they will be

appointed.

♦  It is essential that the standing neutral(s) be acceptable to

both the contractual parties. (In practice with the NEC and

the DRB, it is not encouraged to appoint a lawyer as

standing neutral.)

♦  The standing neutral(s) functions as an objective, impartial,

and independent body at all times.

♦  The fees of the standing neutral(s) are shared equally

between the parties.

♦  As stated in Chapter 2, which outlined the development and

implementation of the NEC, the role of the Adjudicator

under the NEC is Òakin to that of a nuclear deterrent Ð to

encourage people to sort of out their own disputes.Ó
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Analogously, the mere presence of the DRB has a

preventative effect, inspiring the parties to avoid disputes

or settle them without DRB intervention.

♦  The use of the standing neutral(s) provides the probability

of a quick, on-site resolution of any dispute during the

period of construction.  If necessary, Arbitration (or

Tribunal in the UK) is still available.

6.5.3.1 Differences

•  Role of the contract --- Unlike the DRB, the NEC redefines the

role of the contract, as depicted in Section 2.3.2.  As has been

discovered in this research, the NEC is not just a set of legal

documents, but conditions that effectively and successfully manage

and operate a project to the benefit of all parties involved.  Despite

the success of the DRB, it is still just a ÒpatchÓ on a hole of

deficiency of the present system.

•  Adjudication ---

♦  Under the NEC, the Adjudicator does not conduct periodic

visits of the project.  One of the BoardÕs primary

responsibility is to come to the job site and acts as a spur to

promote dialogue and timely resolution.  This mechanism

to improve the resolution process is included in the DRB

provisions. Whereas, the Adjudicator is only summoned

when the dispute is inevitable.  This procedure reduces its

effectiveness in dealing with disputes.  The Adjudicator has

to be brought up to speed on the project.  He/she does not

have the benefits, as the DRB members, of having constant

contact with the parties and an understanding of the project
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dynamics.  Thus, there is a Òlearning curveÓ embedding on

the objective of Òreal timeÓ resolution.

♦  Section 6.3.2 stated that the DRB consists of three persons

and the NEC Adjudicator is one person.  This organization

yields dissimilarity in the adjudication process.  With three

people of various experiences, knowledge, and expertise,

an issue causing dispute can be thoroughly evaluated from

many angles.  As a result, the best possible and most fair

resolution is highly probable.  On the other hand, the highly

respected and expert Adjudicator does not have a

ÒsoundboardÓ in which to ponder his understanding and

ideas for the best and fair resolution.

♦  It is not necessary for a standing neutral appointed for a

NEC contract to be knowledgeable about the NEC system,

whereas the DRB member must be familiar with the

contract being used to effectively fulfill his role as a

standing neutral.

6.6 Conclusion

The DRB and the NEC are the latest efforts to manage disputes in the construction

industry.  As shown in this chapter, their development processes, products of their

development, implementation strategies, and impacts on the construction industry differ.

Yet, both have similar extraordinary success stories to tell.  Both set out to accomplish like

goals, but did it in different ways.  In conclusion, the climate in construction practices is

improving and progressing towards an amicable, efficient, less litigious, and more cost

savings enterprise.
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Chapter 7.  Conclusions

This chapter infers conclusions from this study.  The information in Chapters
2 and 3 provides an understanding of what the NEC system of contracting is
and its creative process and purpose.  Chapters 4 and 5 provide an
understanding of the background and industry perspectives on the DRB
process.  Subsequently, Chapter 6 compares the NEC and DRB concepts by
reviewing the mechanisms, procedures, and the impacts of their
implementation.  This chapter consolidates the research results and findings.

7.1 Overview

The research described in this report was undertaken to achieve three specific

objectives, which are set out in Chapter 1.  This section covers an overview of those

objectives.

First, this research commences with the objective of describing the processes used to

develop and implement the NEC in the engineering and construction industry.  In examining

the development, the history and the philosophy behind the creation of the NEC are

explained in Chapter 2.  Chapter 2 also introduces the end products of the NEC development

in terms of the available materials, organization, and procedures.  Furthermore, the elements

involved in the implementation of the NEC and a survey of how it is being used in practice is

provided.

Second, the objective of presenting the results of studies done to measure the impact

and use of the NEC in the construction process is attained in Chapter 3.  To begin, the work

done by scholars, Broome and Perry, from the University of Birmingham, England are

presented.  An identification and discussion of the structural changes, secondary changes,

and improvements to contracting practices are outlined in Chapter 3.  Furthermore, Chapter 3

provides a synopsis of two surveys, one conducted by Thomas Telford Limited and the other

by Quigley, a researcher from the University of Salford, England.  The information gained
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from these surveys reveal industry perspectives from personnel who directly use and are

effected by the NEC.

To compare the development and impact of the NEC system of contracting with the

development and impact of the DRB process augmenting present contracting practices is the

third objective.  Chapters 2 and 3 on the NEC and Chapters 4 and 5 on the DRB establish the

groundwork.  The comparison of the NEC system and the DRB process manifests in Chapter

6.

7.2 Methodology Accomplished

To achieve the objectives of this research, certain methodologies were established.  A

comprehensive study of the inspiration and creative process abetting the development of the

NEC and the DRB was performed.  The most important method aimed at accomplishing the

objectives was a journey to the UK to meet and interview the founding fathers of the NEC.

At the same time, the trip afforded an opportunity to meet and interview with engineering

and construction personnel who use and support the NEC in development and in practice.

Lastly, the findings were assembled to resolve the objectives of this research.

7.3 Main Conclusions

The main conclusions ascertained in this thesis are:

•  The US and the UK construction industries have similar working environments.  Both

construction environments are plagued with adversity, rising numbers of claims, and high

litigation cost.

•  Champions (e.g. Mathews and Barnes) for change emerged and influenced the industries

in the US and the UK, respectively, to address the afflictions and improve practices.
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•  The US and the UK construction industry leaders embarked on different approaches to

deal with the working environments, but both efforts (DRB and NEC) provided

mechanisms to improve communication and relations, and manage disputes in a timely

fashion at the job site level.

•  The DRB and the NEC share common success stories.  The results and impacts that they

have had on the construction industry are similarly good and effective.

In summary, it really does not appear to matter what method is used to manage disputes

or how it is implemented.  Ultimately, people make the process work.  As long as the method

emphasizes good management strategies, communication, and timely resolution under the

auspices of a standing neutral, improvements in the climate of the construction industry will

surface.

7.4 Future Research

The subject of managing disputes during the construction process is continuously

under study.  At the same time, knowledge is being gained from experience and increased

efforts.  Future research described briefly in the following areas may also be beneficial to the

industry:

•  Spreading the news --- what things need to be done and what avenues need to be

taken to Òspread the newsÓ when new and innovative ideas are available for use in

various aspects of the engineering and construction process.  How can the key

people who would benefit from a particular new idea be reached and influenced.

•  Obstacles and/or invitation to change --- what obstacles are there in the industry

to change (i.e. attitudes, cultural differences, laws, etceteras), specifically when

the change is in methods other than technology.
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•  Integration with other contracting procedures --- can the scheduling, payment, and

cost estimating software packages available in the market be integrated with the

NEC contract software.

In more depth, future research in the area of information transfer may also be

beneficial to the industry.  This research has identified the need to do a study parallel and

similar to work done by Panagiotis Mitropoulous on expert systems technology transfer

(specifically ÒAn Expert Systems Technology Transfer Model for the Architecture-

Engineering-Construction IndustryÓ) in the area of information technology.  Future research

could investigate the following questions:

¥ How are industry processes adapted for new policy, procedures, contracts, codes,

and the like?  For example, if a new code is established, how and when will

change occur?

¥ In kind to work done by Bob Tatum, what are the roles of industry participants in

adapting and implementing a new process?

¥  What are the characteristics and correlation of the people, organizations, and

extent of the technology that lead to successful practices?

¥ Using the NEC and ADR mechanisms as case studies, how were they adopted in

practice?

¥ How do you go about implementing a different contract?

¥ How do you go about implementing a different procurement concept like Design-

Build?

¥ How are non- technical innovations disseminated in the industry?

The T2 model developed in MitropoulousÕ research focused on the transfer of expert

system technology to the architectural, engineering and construction industry.  ÒThe model

provides a framework that can be used by all engineering disciplines for analyzing the

transfer of other innovative [information] technologies and the adoption of corporate policies

requiring change in the status quoÓ (Mitropoulous 1991).  Research in the area of information
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technology transfer will contribute to the understanding of how procedures, policies, et cetra

promulgate and work in the engineering and construction industry.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A:  Matrix of the New Engineering Contract ÒfamilyÓ
of Documents

Table of Main Options

Activity Bills of Cost Time
Contract  Schedule Quantity Target Reimbursable Management Term Based

Engineering
and YES YES YES YES YES NO NO

Construction
Contract

Professional
Services YES NO YES NO NO YES YES
Contract

Plant Contract YES NO YES YES NO YES NO
Short Price list covers payment by activity schedule,

 Contract lump sums, bill of quantities, schedule of rates per hour or per
day.
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APPENDIX A  continued,

Table of Secondary Options

Engineering Professional
Secondary Options and Construction Services Plant

Contract Contract Contract

Performance bond Yes No Yes
Parent guarantee Yes Yes Yes

Advanced payment Yes No Yes
Multiple currencies Yes Yes Yes

Sectional Completion Yes No Yes
Limitation of liability for design Yes No No

Price adjustment for inflation Yes Yes Yes
Retention Yes No Yes

Bonus for early completion Yes No Yes
Delay damages Yes No Yes

Low performance damages Yes No Yes
Changes in the law Yes Yes Yes

CDM Regulations 1994 Yes No Yes
Trust Fund Yes No Yes

Additional conditions of contract Yes No Yes
Extending the defects date No No Yes

Spare parts No No Yes
Transfer of copyright No Yes No

Employer's Agent No Yes No
Termination at will No Yes No

Special Conditions of Contract No Yes No
Country limitation of

compensation event assessment No No Yes

Source: Thomas Telford Electronic Publishing Services, 1997.
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APPENDIX B:  Engineering and Construction Contract Main
and Secondary Options

Main Options

The Main Options differ in arrangements for payment to the Contractor and in the
allocation of risk between the Employer and the Contractor.

Main options available:
A Ð Priced contract with activity schedule
B Ð Priced contract with bill of quantities
C Ð Target contract with activity schedule
D Ð Target contract with bill of quantities
E Ð Cost reimbursable contract
F Ð Management contract

Type of
Contract

Main Option Payment Risk

Priced Contract A and B Paid for work at tendered
(bid) Prices

Largely borne by
Contractor

Target Contract C and D Cost shared between
Employer and Contractor

Shared between
Employer and Contractor

Cost
Reimbursable

Contract

E Paid for properly expended
costs

Largely borne by
Employer

Management
Contract

F Paid for Actual Cost and Fee Largely borne by
Employer

The major reason for choosing the main options are as follows:

¥  If the Employer can define the scope of work and its is more easily expressed as
activities, then Option A.

¥ If the Employer can define the scope of work and it is more easily expressed as bills
of quantities, then Option B.

¥  If the scope of the work is not fully defined or where anticipated risks are greater,
then Option C or Option D.

¥ If the definition of the work is inadequate, yet an early start is required then Option
E.

¥  If the Employer does not wish to subcontract directly with the Subcontractors, then
Option F.
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APPENDIX B  continued,

Secondary Options

When to use the various Secondary Options:
It should always be borne in mind that some Secondary Options may no be used with
some Main Options.  The contract strategy should be carefully considered so that
incompatible choices are not made.

Secondary options available:
G Ð Performance bond
H Ð Parent company guarantee
J Ð Advance payment to Contractor
K Ð Multiple currencies
L Ð Sectional completion
M Ð Limitation of ContractorÕs liability for his design to reasonable skill and care
N Ð Price adjustment for inflation (used only with Options A, B, C, and D)
P Ð Retention (used only with Options A, B, C, D and E)
Q Ð Bonus for early completion
R Ð Delay damages

G Use when you require financial security for the performance of the
Contractor in accordance with the contract.

H Use when you require a guarantee that the work will be finished in
accordance with the contract.  This guarantee is normally appropriate
where the Contractor has a parent company.

J Use when the Contractor has to make a substantial investment at the
beginning of the contract.

K Use when payment to the Contractor should be made in more than
one currency and the risk of exchange rate changes should be carried
by the Employer.

L Use when you require sections of the works to be completed before
the whole of the works.  If you include this option, you must define
each section in the Works Information.

M Option is frequently applied to design work.  It reduces the
Contractor's liability for his design to be in accordance with the
Works Information. In the event of a defect, the Contractor has
adequate defence if he can show that he used reasonable skill and
care.
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APPENDIX B  continued,

More Secondary Options
N Use when the Employer decides to accept the risk of inflation.
P Use when additional financial security is required should the

Contractor not complete any part of the works, and other Contractors
need to be called upon to complete the works.  It also provides
additional motive to the Contractor to complete the works.

Q Use when completion before the Completion Date in the Contract
Data will benefit you and you can use this option to motivate the
Contractor.

R Use when delay in completion of the contract will have adverse
financial implications.  It is recommended that this option is included
in most contracts.

S Use when performance in terms of the Works Information is
important and performance is difficult to quantify.  This option eases
administration, and it relieves the Employer of the burden to prove
that the ContractorÕs work is substandard.

T Use when the Employer decides to accept the risk of changes in the
law occurring after the Contract Date.

U Use where a delay to the work caused by application of The
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 could not
reasonably have been foreseen by an experienced Contractor.

V Use to choose the ECC Trust Fund.  This clause was designed to
protect a firm, at any tier of the supply chain, against insolvency of its
Employer. It is recognized that trust laws differ from country to
country.

Z Use for any special conditions of contract, which you may require.

Source: Thomas Telford Electronic Publishing Services, 1997.
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APPENDIX C: Professional Services Contract Main and
Secondary Options

When to use the various main options:
When using Option A, the Consultant is paid a lump sum for the services according to
the activities in the Activity Schedule.

Option B is a cost reimbursable form of contract, which should be used when the
services cannot be defined sufficiently accurately for a lump sum to be provided.

Option C is a target contract, which is sometimes used when the extent of the work to be
done is not fully defined or where anticipated risks are greater.  The financial risk is
shared between the Employer and the Consultant.

When using Option D, the Term Contract provides for the appointment of a Consultant
for an agreed period time.  The Consultant prices a task schedule prepared in advance by
the Employer, where each price on the task schedule is a lump sum for that particular
activity.

When to use the secondary options:

G Use if the Employer wishes to retain copyright of the documents
provided by the Consultant.

H Use if an Employer's Agent is nominated to act on behalf of the
Employer.

J Use if the Employer reserves the right to terminate for any reason.

Source: Thomas Telford Electronic Publishing Services, 1997.
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APPENDIX D: Plant Contract Main and Secondary Options

Main options available:
A Ð Priced contract with activity schedule
B Ð Target contract with activity schedule
C Ð Cost reimbursable contract
D Ð Term contract with price list

Secondary options available:
G Ð Performance bond
H Ð Parent company guarantee
J Ð Advance payment to the Supplier
K Ð Multiple currencies
L Ð Sectional completion
M Ð Country limitation of compensation event assessment
N Ð Price adjustment for inflation
P Ð Retention
Q Ð Bonus for early completion
R Ð Delay damages
S Ð Low performance damages
T Ð Changes in the law
U Ð The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994
V Ð Trust fund
W ÐExtending the defects date
X Ð Spare parts
Z Ð Additional conditions of contract

Note on main options:

Option D - Term contract with price list is a Òcall offÓ or framework contract.

Using the secondary options:

M Use if the risk of choosing a source country for plant should rest with
the Supplier choose a source in an earthquake zone, there would be
no change to the Prices or the Completion Date if an earthquake
occurred.

W Use if the whole of the plant cannot be used due to a Defect after
Completion but before the defects date, the defects date is increased
pro rata.

X Use to solve the problem of spares provision over the operating life of
the plant.

Source: Thomas Telford Electronic Publishing Services, 1997.
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APPENDIX E: New Engineering Contract Panel
1997-1998 Membership

Mr. Peter Higgins, BSc CEng FICE FCIArb [ Panel Chairman ]
Symonds Travers Morgan Consulting Company

Mr. P. Andrew Baird
Contract Management Consultant
ESKOM

Dr. Martin Barnes, BSc (Eng) FEng FICE [Founder of NEC]

Professor Phillip N. Capper, MA (Oxon) BA (Dunelm)
Masons Solicitors

Mr. Les T. Eames, BSc FRICS FCIOB
Commercial Manager
Costain Civil Engineering

Mr. Kelvin Hughes, FBEng FCIOB ACIArb
NEC Commercial Manager
Thomas Telford Limited

Mr. Tom H. Nicholson, BSc CEng FICE [ Panel Secretary ]
Lecturer and Retired Civil Engineer

Mr. Michael A. Noakes
General Manager Rail Projects
British Airport Authority

Mr. Terry J. Pasley, MSc CEng FICE FIHT
Private Consultant and Retired Civil Engineer

Professor John G. Perry, BEng MEng PhD CEng FICE [ Co-founder of NEC ]
Department of Civil Engineering
The University of Birmingham

Mr. Nigel Shaw
Member of the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply
Independent Consultant

Mr. T. William Weddell, BSc DIC CEng FICE FIStructE
Lecturer and Retired Civil Engineer as Head of Contracts at Symonds Travers Morgan

Mr. Drick Vernon, Technical Advisor [ Panel Secretary ]
The Institution of Civil Engineers
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APPENDIX F: New Engineering Contract UsersÕ Group Membership **

Member Contact person
Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club Gary Yau, Construction Projects Controller
Union Railways Limited Mike Attridge, Senior Contracts Manager
London Underground Limited Richard Bliss, Supply Chain Manager of Construction
Mott MacDonald M.R. Tulett, Division Director
Contracts Consultancy David M. Giles, Director
Environment Agency Gordon Heald, Engineering Manager
Railtrack David Meek, Head of Commercial Services
BAA, plc David H. Williams, Group Construction Director
Symonds Travers Morgan Peter Higgins, Director of Civil Engineering
Yorkshire Water Services, Ltd. John H.O. Williams
Scottish HydroElectric, plc. Brian D. Johnston, Contracts Services Manager
ESKOM Andrew Baird, Corporate Consultant Contract Management
ESKOM International Charles Murray, Head of Generation and Technology Services
Ashcroft and Armstrong Col Armstrong, Partner
Warings, Ltd. Len E. Salter, Managing Director
Tarmac Construction Limited Edward Barron, Director
National Power, plc Andrew Wrightson
Balfour Beatty Civil Engineering Limited Tim P. Gorman, Commercial Director
Shepherd Construction, Ltd. Paul Craggs, Regional Quantity Surveyor
J. Sainsbury, plc. Paul Fincham, Property Services
Mercury Communications, Ltd. Cedric Hudson, Head of Design Group
Department for International Development Mike McCarthy, Contract Adviser
London Underground Limited Anil Singh
Wheeler Group Consultancy Joe S. Greevey, Director
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Anglian Water Services, Ltd. Paul Glass, Senior Engineer
Needlemans, Ltd. Barry Trebes, Director
AMEC Civil Engineering, Ltd. Murray Roberts, Project Director
Suffolk Waste Disposal Co., Ltd. Mr. C. Palmer, Managing Director
University of Hong Kong Art McInnis, Associate Professor
Miller Civil Engineering, Ltd. Martin Broome, Commercial Director
Walter Lawrence Civil & Mechanical Limited Christopher Walker, Managing Director
Dean and Dyball Construction Limited Howard Reeves, Commercial Director
Camas Associated Asphalt Martin Hunt, Planning Engineer
British Gas TransCo Dennis Turner/Steve Riley, Purchasing & Contracts Adviser
South African NEC Users Group Association
City of Glasgow Council Ian Telford, Senior Project Manager / Brian Swan, Consultancy Services

Manager
Wessex International Water Services Ken Foulger, Contracts Support Manager
SWALEC Network Services Martin Kilroy, Mains Design Manager
GDG Management, Ltd. Graham Clarkson, Director
Nigen Kilroot Power, Ltd. Robin P. Davis, Project Engineer
Masons Solicitors Frances E. Alderson, Partner
Ernest J. Bayton Ernest J. Bayton, Chartered Quantity Surveyor
Rock DCM Michael Kelly
UK Nirex, Ltd. Graeme Carus, Head of Purchasing / David Lawrence, Project Manager
D H Simper & Associates D. H. Simper, Partner
AEA Technology, plc. Alan Brown
Morrison Construction, Ltd. Jeff Tallant, Regional Commercial Manager
Staffordshire Engineering Consultants Mr. D. A. Wilson, Head of Consultancy
Michael Felber
Wiggins Gee Construction, Ltd. Mandy Welten, Group Construction Marketing Manager
Mansell, plc. Trevor Plummer, Managing Director, Special Projects
The Nottingham Trent University Barrie Foster, Senior Technician, Department of Surveying
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Gleeds S. Zarka, Associate
British Waterways Mr. C. D. Rainger, Senior Project Manager
Berkeley M.S., Ltd. Steven Brown
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University

Professor Mike Vorster

Raymond Saudi Arabia, Ltd. Brain George, Business Development Manager
O'Brien - Kreitzberg & Associates Limited Anthony F. Caletka, Project Controls Manager
Bayfield Associates R. W. Bayfield
Edmund Nuttall, Ltd. B. E. Lloyd
UKAEA Mr. Bob Soames, Procurement Development Manager
BNFL Engineering Limited Mr. L.G. Wilson, Head of Construction Contracts

**Membership list as of 15 January, 1998.

Source: Thomas Telford Limited, 1998.
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APPENDIX H: Technical Committee on Contracting Practices of
the Underground Technology Research Council

1991 Membership

P. E. (Joe) Sperry [ Chairman ] John E. Reeves
Tunnel Construction Consultant Chief, Office of Highway Construction

California Department of Transportation
Frank Carr, Esquire
Chief Trial Attorney
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Robert A. Rubin, Esquire

Postner & Rubin
John D. Coffee
Area Engineer Robert J. Smith, Esquire
Federal Highway Administration Wickwire Gavin, P.C.

Oliver T. Harding
Washington State Department of Transportation

Ronald E. Heuer
Geotechnical Consultant

Martin N. Kelley
Vice President, Engineering (Retired)
Kiewitt Construction Group, Inc.

Vladimir Khazak
Director, Technical Services
Municipality of Metro Seattle

John F. MacDonald
Project Manager
Guy F. Atkinson Company

Al Mathews
Al Mathews Corporation

Norman A. Nadel
Chairman
Nadel Associates, Inc.

Source: “Avoiding and Resolving Disputes During Construction”, 1991.
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APPENDIX J: DRB Methodology Checklist

Contract Requirements
1. The intention to establish a board is noted in the instructions to bidders.

2. The provisions for establishing the board are set out in the contract.

3. The provisions for establishing the board do not preclude either owner or contractor
from resorting to other methods for the final settlement of disputes.

Member Qualifications
4. Board members are neutral, able to serve owner and contractor equally and have no

conflict of interest.

5. Board members have acknowledged technical expertise in the type of work being
undertaken.

6. Board members are respected by the owner and contractor for their impartiality and
technical expertise.

Member Selection
7. Owner and contractor each nominate one board member.  These two members select

the third member to act as a chairperson of the board.

8. All parties agree on the selection and appointment of all board members.

Operating Procedures
9. Board members receive regular, written progress reports and remain informed on the

status of the work.

10. Board meetings are held on the job site at regular intervals, not exceeding 4 months.

11. Presentations to the board are made by field project managers who are completely
involved in the process.
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APPENDIX J continued,

Conduct of Hearings
12. Either owner or contractor is able to appeal any decision, action, order, claim, or

controversy to the board, at any time.

13. Both owner and contractor are adequately represented at all hearings; rebuttal and
requests for clarification are permitted.

14 .  Board recommendations are in writing and are made directly to the project
participants who are responsible for accepting, appealing or rejecting
recommendations.

Timing and Sequence of Events
15. Board selection and appointment are made within eight weeks of notice to proceed

with contract work.

16. Appeals are made to the board as soon as possible and the board handles issues
current at the time of appeal.

1 7 .  Written recommendations of the board and the reasoning supporting the
recommendations are made available to the project participants within two weeks of
an appeal.

Limitations of Authority
18. Board members do not act as consultants and do not give advice on the conduct of the

work.

19. The board does not usurp either the ownersÕ or the contractorsÕ authority to direct the
work as provided in the contract.

Subsequent Proceedings
20. The recommendations of the board are not binding and may be rejected by either

owner or contractor.

21 .  The written recommendations of the board and the reasoning supporting the
recommendations are admissible as evidence in any subsequent dispute resolution
procedure.

Costs
22. The cost of the board is borne equally by the owner and the contractor.

Source: Dispute Prevention and Resolution, 1993.
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WORK EXPERIENCE
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listings and computed pay quantities for a wide range of
contract items.
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